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GETTING HIS FORTUNE TOLD

FEAR OF LOSS OF JUDGE

II

TAXPAYERS AND mERCHANTS

no

FELT AT

TALK ON SALARY RAISES

Storm in Lower Pecos Valley Was

Good Reasons Given for Favoring the
Action of City Council In Increasing
Salaries of Certain City Officials.

Worst Known in Many Years.
Much Damage Done.
(T-

The Evening Cltlitn, In Advance, $5 par year.
Oellvred by Carrltre, 60 cents par month.
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FOURPERSONS ARE REPORTED DEAD
RESULT OF EXPOSURE IN TORRANCE
and show
town :

ITbp Evening Citizen, last Satui-- j
day, on the strength of serious rumors of tho freeing to death of .Indite
A. A. Freeman and ' the awful weather
condition of the lower Wo Pecos
valley, wired for Information to the
Carlflmd. Eddy county. Argus and to
tne Kuewdl, Chaves county. Record,
and the following dispatches were
received late that unernoon. after
The Kvenlng Citizen had gone to

that "coal

Is

king"

in

UP
WHY NOT SALARIES OF CITY OFFICIALS?

WITH EVERYTHING ELSE GIVEN

that

famine Is causing great
among
all
at Carlsbad
classes. A few tons stored of the
truly black diamonds sold at $20 per
tin. Merchants are binning bacon
for fuel In their stores.
The people
were caught entirely unprepared and
are now suffering greatly. There Is
absolutely no coal In the city, all that
was en route having been confiscated
by the railroads.
"The first mall train from the north
since Sunday came iu this morning.
The thermometer ts still around
zero and the snow Is a fool deep and
two and a half feet on the plains.
The schools are all closed on accoimt
of the cold."
"A coal

distress

'
Wild Exaggeration.
f
pecial to The Evening Citizen:
CavUbad, N. M.. Nov. 24. Tbe rumor that Jttdge Freeman is dead or
frojen Is false, and was sent out by
a sensational newspaper ccirrespond- ent.
The Judge la bear miming in
the Guadalupe mountains, but mere
Is not the slightest reason to susFour Dead in Blizzard.
pect that he is not sate and well, as
The Santa Fe New Mexican of No
he is With experienced inountainers. vember
24 contained the following
The whole thing Is a wild exaggerablizzard which prevailed
tion.'
The severity of the storm here account of a county:
lias ahso been distorted by the am- in Torrance
"Four men frozen to death and anbitious press man.
other believed to have met a similar
fate in a sequel to the recent blizzard
The Roswell Report.
the $10,000 contest fund. Thereupou
In Torrance county. Marino F. Bena,
Evening
Citizen.
Special to The
"White Seal", was ordered, and somejunior member of the meat market MAYBE IDENTIFIED
FACTS
INSIDE
fSOME
A.
Judge
24.
Nov.
HoswcII. N.
body paid for it, as the Curb does
firm of Abreu & Sena, whose place
in
hunting
party
A. Freeman and
are
not do business on tick. Jones, howof business Is on lower San Francisthe Guadalupe mountains and friends co street, returned last night from
ever, is to receive r.aa disburse tho
severe
uneasy
the
of
account
on
are
DEMOCRATIC MEETING funds. Jones, presumably, ho pays
AS A NAVAL OFFICER!
Torrance, bringing news of ...e terstorm, but It is not believed they are rible suffering caused there by the
the freight. Thus tho gamo of demlost, as the party was well equipped. excessive void.
ocracy, 'luiion and reform goes merMr. Sena made the
The storm is the severest In this trip into the Kstancia valley several
rily on.
spotloa Cor many years, about eight-- 1 days ago for the local butcher shop.
Child Taking Notes Who Was NEW YORK EVACUATION
een inches of suow fell, but it is now t He was forced to return home with- Caldwell May Have Been
DAY CEREMONIES.
clock out making any purchases.
raining and much warmer.
Sea Faring Man at
Little Dreamed of By
New York, Nov". 26. Down in the
suffered some, but no preat damage ' "Wliile he was at Torrance the
battery where in past years elaborate
was done.
body of one of the men who had sue
One Time.
Those Taking Part.
patriotic exercises were ' held each
A ntunlier of Mexicans are unac-coun- cumbed to the effects of exposure and
year in commemoration of the evacuay tor and it Is feared they have exhaustion was brought in by a party
perished :n the storm.
tion of New York by the Brittlsh
of men who had discovered the
Jack Kemp, mail carrier of Artesla, corpse lying half burled in the snow. A PICTURE RESEMBLING HIM REPORT OF SOME SPEECHES soldiers end their allies on Nov. 25,
1783, and the triumphant
and Bdgar Lamar, of Carlsbad, were He was Informed that three other
of
"""""" "
i
found frozen.
General Washington and his army,
men had lost their lives and that anFinal results of the storm wl'l be other was. reported missing. He said Body May Be Photographed and! Deliberations Were Never Expect- - the park keeper yesterday morning
to frreaCly benefit stock intercuts aiM that the snow was sixteen inches
ran the stars and stripes up on a
j
ed to Come to the Public Ear.
Plcture Sent Maryland
farmers.
flag polo near tho barge office. Nodeep on tho ground and in some
body saw him do it and few who saw
places was drifted to lully twice mat
People.
S10.C03 For Contest.
Coal ia King.
old flag realized its sigdepih. He did not learn the names
the tattered
Trie fallowing special dispatch from of tho victims who had perished In
nificance. " Another ceremony yester-rt- n
:
..
if
23. tlie snow or the one not accounted
Carlsbad, nnder date of
in con"ctlon wit V New York's
The oeniocrtmc lerritwn. 'teutrai historic
"Undertaker A, Borders believes he
day was held at the Jutnei
is cUppod from the Deliver TInieK for."
in - Tho
as
committee,
announced
has discovered the relatives of J. A.
mansion. Washington Heights where
executive
an
Citizen,
held
Caldwell, the psotido federal detecExecutive Gen. Washington had his headquarttive who was fou.id dead aliout fifty session last Saturday.
SENATORIAL CONTESTS
PROPOSED GREAT AMERI- have
leaks, as ers before the retreat of the British
democrats
sessions
of
feet from the Sauta Fe tracks near
AND THE CHANGES. Algadones
CAN ART GALLERY.
well as executive sessions of other from the city Gen. Fernando P. Karle,
morning
on
Novemthe
of
Washington, Nov. 26. On March 3, ber 8 last. A picture which striking- political committees, and even tiiosu who once owned the. historic building
New York. Nov. 26. The construe- on the front, porch at
tion nad endowment of a home for athe terms of thirty members of the ly resembles Caldwell was received of the United States senate, tf there hoisted the flaggenerals
sunrise. The
children and
is forglvenness for comparison.
national gallery of American art. In j United States senate will expire. In today by the undertaker from
members of Washington's contithis city. Is now only a matter of time' only a few states, and those republiiMd. Assistant Chief of PoThe object for Which tho .meeting five
of. sitting lice Kennedy was shown the picture was held was tho discussion of the nental guard were present.' In the
does the
cs the oammittee having the arrange-lea- n
democratic evening a meeting of the sons of the
ment of tbe preliminary matters, iu members or the choice of their
from a
and after carefully scrutinizing the advisability,
revolution was held in Delmonlco's.
s
which met today, disposed of cessors remain in doubt. Where
features of tho dead man who lies at! standpoint, of contestlnjr the elee- Tho
city In general seemed to have
very important business in
senators arc to retire in the the undertaking parlors, ho declared ctlon of Delegate Andrews,
forgotten the anlversary of evacuation.
nectiea rilb the proposed gallery. It south their democratic successors tho likeness is striking, although tbe
Hon. H. B. FergiiRson's volco was
wa
which was evidently heard long and loud for war.
onsnnnced that the national have generally been named as in the photograph,
He For many years the old flag that was
academy of design will provide a site case of Senator Berry, of Arkansas, taken at sea. Is rather indistinct, ow- - said among other things that the nailed by John Van Arsdale to the
the battery when the Amerion Ct1iedral
lark Drive covering land Senator armack of Tennessee, ing to mo ausence ot Daci;grouni ami trend of the country was democratic; poi.at
troops marched down from Harsixteea city lots and Mr. J. C. Nicoll who will make room for Gov. "Jeff" the resrtltant contrast. The picture that the republicans who had been can
was In possession of Lie Van
tatn that it was Intended by the Davis and "Fiddling Hob" Taylor. Is that of a naval officer with glasses led Into voting for Larrazolo on the lem,
protnoU rs to resemble the Taft Gal-- ! Senator Patterson of Colorado, will in his hand.
race issue would stay with him; Arsdale family, and was run up on
J.ater Chief McMillln looked at the that the Texans were coming Into each aniversary. Later the flag was
leryla Ixmdon. A great meeting of all yield probably to Simon Guggenheim,
persons Interested In American art who is credited with having financed picture. He is in doubt about tbe re-- tho territory rapidly, and nil this burned with Itanium's Museum. For
pronouncing the naval meant tho complete overthrow of the forty years John Van Arsdale, the son
called snd it will be pro- the republican state campaign, and semblance,
will
posed to wect a moiiunif ntal build- the legislatures of Idaho, and Montana officer a younger man than Caldwell. republican party In New Mexico, mo of the original flag raiser, attended
time in the ceremonies nt the battery and
"I do not think they are identical," spent some considerable
ing, with the aid of academy funds, will replace Senator Dubois and Senon Uu academy silo at 100th street ator Clark with republicans. Thfl ho said, "although there is a possibil abusing Senator Penrose because lie conducted the flag raising.
was the friend of Delegate Andrews.
and Amsterdam avenue. With the good old days seem to have passed ity that lie Is the o;ie."
Other details confirmed chief Mc-- Speaker Cannon also came in for vo EASTERN RACING
necrtaaary endowment
tbe gallery In Montana when Clark with Midas- He further
SEASON CLOSED.
would cost about $2,000,000 and the like touch could turn republican votes Millln's onlnion that Caldwell is not ciferous denunciation.
Brooklyn, Nov. 26. The racing seaacademy has promised $300,000 fori into gold. In at leant three states tho man the Maryland people are stated that Governor Hagerman was
ttympathy
thent
with
thoroughly
in
son In tae east has ended and the
the scheme. If a central site in the the republicans are sharply divided, seeking.
Ben Williams, chief of the secret and would help to carry out the pro lull will last till next Aprl but with
city would be decided on at the forth-- j In Kbode Island enough Independent
governor
gram
contest;
the
for
that
its cose comes the same od stories
comiag tnotting, an expenditure
of ' republicans have declared themselves service department of the Sunia Fe
between Albuquerque unl Kansas had a decided pull with the president, j of now tne bookmakers took all the
from $4,000,000 to $3,000,000 will be against the corrupt Brayton-Aldriconly
thH
would
enlist
not
he
and
that
nioney. This Is true this season for
rcqeired. The idea of the promoters machine to threaten the extinction of City, compared the photograph and
president s innueuce in tno coniesi ,ne payers, wun comparatively few
is to have a national art gallery free-- 1 Senator Wetmore and to give hopes, the corpse this afternoon and said against
new
nouses
corrupt
in
the
ly open to the public every day in j through democratic
of that they were as much alike as a Mexico, but would subscribe lo aid it. excel tions, were loosers, while the
winnings of the bookmakers range all
The academy has already the election of Col. Goddard. Senator picture and corpse could be, and that The speaker
tho jca
offered to guarantee all
several hundred worked available for Drydons chances of
in New In his opinio.i the corpse was that of the democratic votes, as well as the way from $3,000 to $l00,ooo. Geo.
Rose admitted that when lie retired
this purpose which would be a fine Jersey grow slimmer as the time for tho Maryland man.
repuolicans, in the for
of thlrty-o.i- e
Two physicians compared the pic- tuosc congress,
the season he was $100,000 ahead
assembling of the legislature
nucleua and as every academician
do- to
Andrews,
next
unseat
and declared the
of the game and there are several of
ter ejection would l rtquired to pre draws nearer. But he is fighting des ture with Caldwell
The
spite
Joe's"
Influence.
"Undo
big players who are even bigger
sent the academy with a fair speci- perately pnd lias been in Trenton resemblance was pronounced.
of thM guaranty is striking. the
winners. The rating associations are
The letter, which was written b modesty
men of his work in a few years the marshalling his forces in person.
a
well
Summers
speaker,
as
This
gallery would be a truly national one. Michigan has four leading candidates John W Fish, tvldently a farmer be- Burkhart. was emphatically of tho big winners but this is only quite
cause a rural route address Is given, opinion
who aspire to Senator Algcrs feat
that the Judges and clerks ol natural as the attendance was exRepresentative William Adler SniRii, declares that his brother is missing. election iu the territory shold be in- treme)' largo at all the meetings
FLORENCE DYNAN DIVORCED
It is estiFROM HER HUSBAND. Representative Charles E. Townaend, Mr. Fish saw a story published in dicted, because in many counties the throughout lhe season.
the Washington Times which gave a democrats were not appointed, ex mated that tho various associations
Now York, Nov.
26. In the su- Arthur Hill, a wealthy lumberman. description
preme court in this cltv Justice Mc who fought the old McMillan machine Algadones. of the man found near cept, of course. In Bernalillo county.;"! divide profits amounting to more
It reads:
This exception Is to be made because man one minion uonars.
i.llam C. Mcmii-casLean granted absolute divorce in the m "xys past, and
Galthersbtirg, Md., Nov. 22, litOt;.
Iarrazolo received a thousand or
of.
Mrs.
Florence Dvnan, ofjlrt. the former senators son. Morris
In the Washington more voles by the use of sticker CLOSE OF BLUEFISH SEASON
Syracuse, against her husband. Stop-- ! Brow n Is Muted to take the place of Dear sir: I saw
THE EAST COAST.
hen Dynan, formerly a well known Senator Millar I, or Nebraska, and Times where you were trying to findI placed on ihe ballots before they! New Wk,ONNov.
The blueflsh
were sent out, in v'ldat Ion of the law.
young ma a aliout Syracuse, but now Senator Benson of Kansas, who by tho relatives of C. A. Caldwell.
a brother whom the description The speakers undertook
to guar- - and weakflsh season having closed on
a chaffeur iu thU city. The' interlocu- - appointment is serving out the unex-tor- have
fits. His thumb on the left hand wai antee Ibat lMstrlct Attorney Clancy the easiern coast all the fleets will
decree was granted on Aug. 24 Iir-t- l term of exSeuator Burton
mashed In tbe cogwheel of a fan umi wou(i secure Indictments and pros - commence dismantling today and will
Mr. E. Luther which Burton is serving In jail
by Justice Mcl-uuhim a truck nan. l mink tie
.ctt. tne del Ion officers, especially be laid up for the winter,
McLure, of New York petitioners at-- ! cxi eels to bo elected. In New Hamp-torne- left
H. F. tattooed very faint on his hand. jn Valencia and Torrance counties! The blueflsh. so desired by epicures
stating that no defense would shire Winston Churchill, leader of the
put in a run enlistment in tne excepting,
Bernalillo Hd prb.ed bboiisekeopers, were very
of course,
be set up. The marriage thus ter-- ; Lincoln republicans, may appear as lie
United States navy. I will send '"!
secret' during the season and at one
minuted id the husband's second, bis; a candidate for Senator liingiianis a picture of him, and please let me comity.
committee, n'
" lawyers was stage of the season prices soared up
first wife having been a university seat. Iu I view are. Senator Alice may know if it resembles tbe man
u appointed to
reitort upon the law turn to 4n cents a pound. Weakflsli were
student, and the marriage having been be replaced by a Du Pont man.
have.
(I,,, ways and means of carrying on scarcer than during any season for
Payn-tha- t
Judge
tucky
ady
by
elected
divorce.
lias
Aliout
followed
tlii
fight. A recess was then takeu the past nine years and also comThe bust time I heard from iny
timi after having spent the ter to succi ed Senator Blackburn next brother he was going under the name the
for lunch. At the afternoon session manded liluli nrieis. Tbe season for
March
elections
Islands,
Miss
the
and
recent
Mimmer at Thousand
with law ,,.,,,( flsii opens todav and u large
of Mark Graham. He Is now thirty the committee returned
s
Murdock, who had for twit 'at id Gov. Beckham as Senator
years of age.
,,, MI, l(:;:s Ure preparing to sail
Please lei me know
and recommended a contest,
previous been on the vaudeville Crearys successor alter March l!lO.l, whore this man came from to Albu-- . and the
raising of $10,oim) to prose-- f()f ,h(, Newfoundland banks In a few
Mago in a little society sketch came So fur democrats have lost voting querque, and let me know bow he! cutw It, stating uiai ine lawyers
lUpo'ts to ha"d show
days.
at
strength
Dynan.
t
desc-ripThey
ia
improv
Syracuse
not
to
iht fcenato and
and met
Ion should l.e well paid for their serv-was killed that is, if the
will lie unusually plentiful this
soon married, and Iiynan, who was f'd the character of the parly repre-lcf- l fits him and oblige,
lees, as they were not willing to
a very large sum of money, by sentation. while the republicans have
JOHN W. FISH.
Thereupon it
work
for nothing.
rapidly got through. gained three Sil ts and can by
father,
his
Gnithersburg,
Montgomery County, was unanimously agreed that success PROSECUTION OF
'Ping
f
Wetmore,
y
Dryden. Alice and
and cruelly were the ciuses
Mai land.
could be seemed only by raising all
OHIO RAILROADS
termination of both his matri- - Rer better their position considerably
t!i
F IX No. 1.
tbe racket and stench possible.
Columbus, O., Nov. 20. The Bail-waif
they
will.
Mrs. Tynan has
menial ventures.
The thumb nad on Caldwt il's left
Chairman Jones was emphatic in
commission today commenced the
hand has evidently been mushed, but his demand that the election officers hi aring
hien guen, by the court , Ih custody
of the charges preferred by
the undertaker believes his relatives n Taos and Ilio Arriba should be
of her fonr year old son, Son Ire p. ADMIRAL ENDICOTT RE- l'etroleum
Association
He claimed that be had the National
Dynan.
TIRES FROM SERVICE. may he mistaken about which hand it prosecuted.
forty-finrailroads In Ohio
I
r latum made some special in rui.gements that aisaiist
e,v
Is no evidence
was.
Washington.
Nov.
2'!.
Hear Adin a majority whom it accus's of unjust discriminaids hand, but ns these aiCi should have
NOTED AUTHOR WEDS
miral Moiilccal T. KndJeott, chief of marks on at
this time and the marks for l.arrazol In Taos cou.iiy of 4'i' tion in height rates on oil In favor
an of yards and docks, navy discolored
IN PHILADELPHIA. hie
said to he faint, it Is impossible or more, und in K:o Arriba of boo to of tin Standard oil company.
IVi.
Nov.
The b part iiu at. t;diiy r ached tbe statu-lor- are
I'hilaiK ipi.ia. I 'a..
to di termlne whether then' is a tat- Suit. These majorities bad not ma
sixiy-lwage
of
End in
a liiiiitly celebrated
marriage
uriuli'.ed. Theretmv. somothinj; was CAPTAIN COURT
them.
with previous col ice retire? from too mark on either ofprobably
AT MANILA
of Mi s Kva C. Stcwnsor.. of
have a; wrong:
will
and the election officers
Mr.
Holders
(ii
be
M.ihi .i, Nov. ti. The trial by court
I rcx'ntjtou.
.artiiient. Hear
u ;:uii- - plitmri:ph mad" of tbe body lie is1 Mi.. ul, be Indicted.
Kentucky, and .Mr. Geo.
lrir
l
si ill serve three and a half
W. Cable, i.ovelist. war
:,! n ii ml con
That eminent rtioHiier from Mi,ra mart 'at of Capi. Fndirie W. Cole,
holding h '.. which vill be tm warded
.
liiu't r bis commission tut ha to tliu people
department, If.
journalist. Air. I'ald , who H the
ill Maryland who ere county, Kafael Kuan in. Was dually 'of tlu1 iiiiirieriuaslcr's
.(Vd-i
to
is charged with defraud
H" nritiittiii..r... in i'.'tuai;ilillLT tne l.ifliet- - S. A
author .of "Old Cieole Days." wa ,;i:i,i,i,d to re'i.e x
aiixi'tusiy waiting particulars.
to tbe Isthmian will also k ud uiarked enpv: of The
eutiie
sutytwo ye.irs old e:: II, K'lb of
of it... eieci iin oMiceis In Mum iii: ihe government to ihe amount of
c rr
of wliica be is a Event!"-- - Cit"en
A i
it S n.tti.ii by padding h's avn-KsOctober I t t, umi Iu lMI'j wtc. ni.ii fan-'- : t'.i.'iew-i-ihe li,.- .a' ine M.eclmiul.ie
contain!' - a
'day.
I:'
I.
Ive.l lo rai e met
v
U llaitlett
Tied In
jm
mi. tj. ;i.
'r
(

t

'

.
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j

e
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Ai ropos of the general discussion
precipitated
by
unfavorable
the
comments of tbe Moinrng Journal on
tbe recent action of the council In
raising tbe salaries of me miters of
the police and fire departments, street
commissioner and city attorney and
upoa which The Evening Cttlzto took
the ground at the time tiiat the action
wag In tlie interest of good government and was In no case exctssivc,
a representative of this paper today
interviewed a number of prominent
merchants and taxpayers, caught on
the, run, with the object of ascertaining their sentiments. In no case did
he find that the opinion was held
that these salaries were too large. Ia
fact it Is difficult to see how men
of sufficient Intelligence can be obtained who would be willing to undertake the onerous service required
even at the compensation offered in
the new schedule. Taking Into account the fact that the necessities of
life have been so materially advanced
the action taken seems to this paper
to be no more than fair.
Some of the interviews obtained,
with the names ot the principals here
follow:
J. A. VVeinmann, president, and
manager of the Golden Kulo Dry
Goods company end a large taxpayer
"I believe tho city officials are not
being raid any too much. A raise
of $10 to certain officials Is a very
small matter, as ttie .increase only
amounts to $1,400 annually. It the
Good Government league fathers sre
real reformers, they should commence with the county officials who
are receiving exorbitant pay for very
little service rendered, and I believe
also that the county collector and
assessor offices should be combined
into one. The snaps are too easy. 1
am
unalterably, opposed to any
scheme to reduce .salaries in the city
administration, and,
a taxpayer, approve of the smafl increases tho city
council has given to certain city off-

's

icials."

Charles Mellnl, secretary of the
Consolidated I.iqnor, association, and
a taxpayer "I am heartily la favoi 6f
tho email raises Ir. the salaries ot
the police and fire departments, especially tho firemen. I do not think
the city council has overstepped its
power, and as one I will stand by
the members in this matter."
Simon Stern, clothing merchant

ANNIVERSARY
CARNEGIE IS SIXTY-SIOF DIS- YEARS OLD TODAY.
COVERY OF PIKE'S PEAK
New York, Nov. 26. It Is just sixtyDenver, Colo., Nov. 26. One hunyears ago today since a baby
dred years .ago today tho hlBtory of -six
boy destined to become world famous

this state commenced when Lieut.
Pike planted the national flag on
fiie peak now known us Pike's Peak.
Ceremonies tok place today, national
Iu their character, in honor of the
occasion. Members of the American
Historical society today told the story
of tho travels of Pike's little expedition ncroRs the western country until
it was confronted and halted by the
towering heights of the great mountain, which now bears the name of Its
discoverer. It was a story that
should Inspire children with courage
and patriotism and it was explained
that Is was partly with that object
that the celebration was held. It was
on the nfternon of Nov. 15, 1S0C as
Lieut. Pike tells In his simple but
descriptive style, that he got the
first glimpse of the mountain. It appeared to him as a light blue cloud,
and, not trusting his eyesight he diu
not call the attention of thu others
of his party to what ho snw.
The
next day the grrat mountain loomed
clear and distinct to all. The almost
exhausted party rushed forward expecting to reach it within a day or
two but at tho end of a week the
mountain was not perccplbly nearer. On Nov. 2i the party began to
climb one of the smaller mountains
between them and tho higher peak.
That night they slept ia a cave half
way up tho side and awoko in the
mornlug without food or water and
They readied tie
oliiiotit exhausted.
top in tbe afternoon and azed cross
to the real Pike's Peak. Profiting by
experience, they judged the baso of
the mountain to be at least sixteen
miles away, and the s'dea to be Inaccessible,
lielng without food
or
water and not convinced of tho advantages of such a climb Ih y retrac
ed their steps. Pikes Poak was first
ascended by Dr. James, of Major
J.ones party, In 1820, and for some
years it was known us James Peak.
Later Is was rechristened and named
after the brave man wh'i first discovered it and liroii';bt. tli.- pews to
civilization.
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as a philantrophist, first saw the
light of day at the little town of
Dumferllne, Scotland. The boy was
Carnegie.
parents
Andrew
His
brought him lo this country when he
was still a mere child and at ten
yeurs of age lie began bis career in
the blue uniform of a district mes
senger 'joy in Pittsburg, a eity w'iiich
has
since benefitted Incalculably
through his benefactions.
In most
of his biographies the date of his
birth is given as 1835, which would
years old today,
make him elxty-eUbut Mr. Carnegie himself is autnorlty
for the assertion that he Is but six
As a matter of fact the Laird
of Sklbo is as sensitive regarding
his age as he Is concerning the ub
Jcct of death. Those most Intimately
acquainted with hint aver that the
mtiilitn of Ulner nib' jet In his presence is offensive to him. However
true tills may he a number of his
friends and business associates of this
city made bold today to cable their
congrat illations on the occasion of his
o
birthday.
Dotrr Mr. and Mrs.
are In excellent health. Mr.
Carnegie's roost recent benefaction
has been a life pension to the Uev.
T. llooker Washington, the colored
minister, who is doing so much for
the uplifting of his race.
REAL ANDWOULd".
BE CHAMPIONS BOX.
Los Angeles, Nov. 26. Jim Jeffries,
champion
heavyweight of the
retired
world, and Philadelphia Jack O'Brien,
who defeated Jim Tremble and Fred
Cooley at tbe Pacific Atheletic pavil- . lion
recently, gave an exhibition
contest here tonight for the beue-jtl- f
of the Police Belief Fund. The
Simpson uuditoriuiu where the contest
took place was crowded and thousands
of people were turned from the doors.
(The contest was ref( rreed by Alw
At tel. tlie champion featherweight.
ht

ty-si-

Car-negl-

Isix-lin-
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OKLAHOMACELEBRATES
HER PROSPERITY.
Oklahoma City. Nov. 2ti. A great
corn carnival started by the Cbam-- .
her of Commerce was opened here
to celebrate the preat prosperity of Oklahoma. Tliure was an ex-- I
'
hiliilioti of every' '"
slate and also agricultural machines,
Ihe fair which nas ne.--n si tuicc.es-fully Inaugurated will remain oped
until December Mb.
to-!d-
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upporting,

-

'

Al-o-

nnd extensive taxpayer "I believe
in paying good waxes, not only to
policemen and firemen, but to everybody. Albuquerque Is truly a city of
wage earners; thnt is, a great majority of her people receive wages
and without good wages I cannot see
how we will have Rood times. As tar
as I understand matters, the police
departtmnt has always been self
and 1 fall to see wiiero anything will come out of the pockets of
the taxpayers, directly or Indirectly,
to pay tho policemen. I am la favor
ot the Increases in salaries as order
ed by the council."
Frank Kfrster, clyar manufacturer
and a taxpayer "I am In favor of
paying the policemen and firemen all
the city possibly can."
.
L. Kempenich, dry goods merchant
and ai taxpayer "If their salaries are
not sufficient to meet all necessary
monthly expenses t am in favor of
the increases, and really believe that
the small salary raises mentioned in
a recent ordinance of the city council
will not hurt anybody."
W. J. Johnson, assistant cashier ot
the Bank of Commerce and a taxpayer "I believe the policemen and
firemen all deserve the Increases In
salaries ordorer by the council, as
they present opportunities toward securing capable men In tbe departments affected In case of resignations. I am heartily in favor of the
council, in this, particular matter.".
M. Mandsll, clothing merchant and
a big taxpayer "Everything .else ii
the country has and Is going up and I
think snlaries ought to go up accordingly. I see so objection to the
small Increases, and heartily favor
the council's action in passing an or
dinance authorizing lacrosses in the
,
salaries of certain officials.".-- " :
M. W. Floumoy, vlea president
of
the First National bank and a very
heavy taxpayer "Am favorable to
the council's action in raising salaries
We have
of certain city officials.
good officials and they should lie enfor
titled to reasonable compensation
services
i
J. B. Herndon, cashier of the Slate
National bank and a taxpayer "Diving expenses are very high In this '
section of the country, and if tho old
salaries 'were not sufficient to retain
competent men I am in favor of the
Increases."

DUKE

OF ARGYLE
SEEKS LOST TREASURE
or
London. Nov. lit;. The Duke
Argyll-who is endeavoring to raise
the wreck of tiie Fljrentia, one of the
,

richest ships ot tbe Spaninh armada,
which lays in .lb (alliums of water In
Toherinorrey Itav, off the Island of
Mull, has up to the present met with
some sueciss as some of the old ships
limbers, bent ami twisted Ironwork,
cannon balls, silver coins hcarim; the
image of Philip II, and the skulU of
sonio who saili d so proudly from Lisbon's mlnlity uirbor to sweep 11k
illicit of Itritian from ihe seas, have
hi en bronchi to the surface.
Today
are
in addi'ionul number of dive-yollig down as the lido will be the
lowest for months and bis grace Is
confident thai some of the bullion
chest will bo recovered.

te
I

j

NEW COLD FIND
IN THE NORTHWEST.
Ma'dstone, Alaska. Nov. 2fi. An
mini r r imed Iloyee, who
h:i.; been prospecting between here
Hiding
litis announced that lie
and
has (Uncovered placer diKglns cast of
his town' Tlie samples have
well and lloyco states that Hie gold
covers a very large arej. Kxcituit nt
prevails and people are rushing here
Mu great numbers.
Many claims have
(already ben staked and companies
aro being formed to extensively operate tho propertied.
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n
some of the irntortancfl and
prestige It once held in the equation
of poverznicnt.
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I

being appendicitis, and later he was
In thn Rlctora' tinnnltnl.
There was some improvement, of his
condition in the course of the day,
but Tuesday last and Wednesday the
dlse?.so developed so fast that there
was no doubt of the character of It
and it was decided that al operation
would be necessary.
FALLS 52 FEET AND LANDS
ON HEAD, UNHURT
Perhaps the most miraculous escape
from death yet recorded was that of
Pedro Martinez, a nstlve, who fell
from the platfrm at the smelter ore
bins, says the Morenel Leader.
Martinez was on the night shift, and
after leaving his work wandered over
to Newtown and became intoxicated.
On his way home he was passed by
the D. C. M. company ore train.
which was short a brakeman, so he
applied for the Job, and got it. and im
mediately started to work. While the
train wag dumping ore into the large
circular bins at the smelter, he seated himself on the railing, and probably fell asleep, for suddenly he lost
his balance and fell backwards, a distance of 62 feet. Striking the corrugated Iron roof of a shed oa the feed
He went through
floor, head first.
this like a shot out of a gun, and hit
an ore car standing underneath,
knocking It off the track, and lighting
on his head on the iron feed floor, uninjured, except for a scratch on his
head.

fr

in its inception
Our . . . .

HAS APPENDICITIS.
L. K. Barrow, foreman of thn com
posing room of the I'hoealx Republl-ran- .
was suddenly stricken on Monday
morn Inn with what was suspected or

I

Syrup White Pine
and Tar

it

Four ounce
size, full strength, 25c
will do

WANTED Two boys at Alvarado bo- tel. Apply at manager's office.
girl ami
WAN T KDTim n g room
chambermaid. Columbus Hotel.
lesuons in
WANTETvSi'liolars
painting. Price IS Including paints.
Mrs. Hall. 615 Kast Railroad ave.
WANTKlTKxperienced grocery clerk
Address with reference end experience, liox 13S city.
WANTED Help rurnishea and employment of all kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colburns Kmployment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
ueiitlemeu's second-han- d
WANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Senu address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
WANTElJf Voung nian for general
must speak
metchandiso store;
English and Spanish. Address I.

Alvarado

this

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture, pianos. Organs, Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200.
Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time: On month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rate are reasonable. Call and see us before

WANTED Two competent. gins
cook and maid to do general
preferred.
Germans
housework;
Write or apply with references to
Fe,
Mrs. J. W. Raynolds, Santa

ALBUQUERQUE

On

FOR

NEW MEXICO

Ceplial end Surplus, $100,000

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evening.

olllce.
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With Ample Means and Unturpaaaaa

MODERN
HOUSE IN
THE HIGHLANDS AT A BARGAIN THIS WEEK.

FIVE-ROO-

N. M.

26, 19C6.
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PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED.
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summer
WANTED 2500 second-hanWill pay fair
suits immediately.
prices Mr them. Cnll at Brown's
Extendi to Deeosltort Every Proper Accommodation,
nd Solicit
1
Cleaning and Pressing Works,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
avenue.
Silver
West
of
to
Congress
Short Session
Agents canvassers, mix
WANTED
Cor. Gold Ave. and 1st.
Have Neither Time Nor
110 West Gold Avt.
ers, peddlers, solicitors, mall order
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
people, etc., should buy Kramer's
Solomon Luna, Prebioent; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W
Inclination.
Regular
J
Book of Trade Secrets.
Johnson, . eat Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solo-mo- n
price fj.00, but balance of last
M.
A.
Blackwell,
Geo.
Arnot,
O.
E.
edition lor $1.25 as long as they
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
SUCCESSOR TO L. T. DELANEV
Washington, D. C, Nov. 26. If any
last. Guaranteed. Order quick Sioux
optimistic American citizen looks for
REAL ESTATE
Pub. Co., Sutherland, Iowa.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA A SANTA FE RY.
Full 8et of Teth,
FIRE INSURANCE
ward to the doing of great things at
a,000 or more
Man
wita
WANTED
$0
Gold
Crown
LOANS
AND
the coming session of congress, he
good
paying
can secure interest In
$1.50 up
Gold Filling
in
lias naught but disappointment
established manufacturing business. 215 W. GOLD AV. ALBUQUERQUE Oi
50c
Palnlesa Extracting
store for him. Congres will be too
Work Is light. Salary $1040 per year
tinsy to tackle any new and novel
to start with. No trades. Don't
i ALL
GUAR'
WORK
ABSOLUTELY
schemes of legislation.
If it gets
answer unless you have the money. PROFESSIONAL
ANTEED.
CARDS
through with routine business and
Address Opportunity, care Evening
uch matters as were left over from
Citizen.
the first Besslon by March 4 without
LAWYERS.
AGENTS WANTED.
working overtime. It will he doing
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
very well indeed.
Agents, either sex, to sell
WANTED
ARIZONA NEWSPAPERMEN WHO
M. Bond.
Ira
doubt,
aspiring
statesmen, no
Some
up to date line of money-maklaWERE POLITICALLY FAVORED.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
OrriCERB AND DIRECTOR
will persist in talking tariff, despite
goods. Get In line and address Lock
says:
The St. Johns Herald-New- s
. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
agreement
the tacit
that there shall We find that newspaper men were in
B. F COPP
Box HI, Coffey ville, Kan.
S.
JOSHUA
RAYNOLDS
President
copyrights, caveats,
lands, patents,
be ao tariff legislation until after the evidence on the tickets of the repub ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
M. W. FLOURNOY
patents,
marks,
claims.
letter
trade
FOR
Vice President
St.lT.
next presidential election; and it is lican and democratic parties in AriFRANK McKEB
R. W. D. Bryan.
Cashier
certain a strenuous effort will be zona this year. Captain John T. Ho they are too big for vegetables and FOR RENT Nicely furnished room:
R. A. FROST
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
Assistant Cashier
gentleman only, ITS West Copper
made to secure currency legislation; gue, a past master in the "art pre too small for trees, while cotton is
que, N. M. Office, First National
II. F. RAYNOLDS
avenue.
but the chances of these efforts being servative," as you know, goes to the not generally referred to as a snrub
Director
surely it cannot be a weed. The FOR' RENT Brick house of seven Bank building.
very successful are very remote.
and
F.
Apache.
J.
Hon.
council
from
five
the
alovo
.
feet
U.
DEPOSITORY
The currency commission of the Cleveland, editor of the Morenel Lead" plants stand about
E. W. Dobso t.
rooms, modern, furnished complete.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
American Bankers' association has a er, won the laurels In the race for roots and the stalks are very woody
Inquire Citizen omce
Capital
$500,000.00
.Authorized
lumenough
quite
big
for
plan framed up for reforming the councilman la the democratic strong though not
well Hock, Albuquerque, N. M.
well-fu- r
iPald Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
$250,000.00
how many balls a plant FOR RENT Pleasant, airy,
ber.
Just
monetary system, and a
re
hold of Graham county, himself a
DENTISTS.
nished rooms for housekeeping. 521
&' Santa Fe Railway Company
has been appointed to draft a publican. Hon. Thomas D. Weedln, ought to have nobody, here seems to ' West
Depository
Topeka
Atchison,
for
Railroad avenue. Inquire at
but these plants have scores
bill for introduction Into congress. If
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
of the Arizona Blade, a demo know,
A cotton sharp might be rear.
them.
of
congress were only willing to al- editor
Dental Surgeon.
crat, and a good one, goes to the able to find fault with them, but foe FOR RENT Four-roofurcottage,
low the bankers to do its legislating, council from Pinnl county. The Her- Rooms 2 and 3, Barnette Building,
Ten
ranch.
Lockhart
nished,
at
ordinary
cannot help but
everybody would be happy, and the
over O'Rielly's Drug Store. Automatic
editor passes by his own conclude observer
minutes' walk from street car line. 'phone 238. Appointments
currency
that they are about as fine
would
by case without a single shudder.
be reformed
made by
I.
anyspecimens' as could be grown
FOintENtbRSALE House at" 202 mail.
Christmas time. But congress Isn't D. DIvelbess, proprietor of the
k
Mr.
North Edith street. Inquire at Old
willing. By some stubborn sort of
Argus, a republican from gen- where. They were raised on
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
Town postofllce.
reasoning or unreasoning, if you are erations back, though still a young Vondracek's farm on the Park road
No. 306
avenue.
Office
of a mile north FOR" RENT Four-rooapartments hours, 9:00 Railroad
inclined to thlak that way the opin- man himself, made a most excellent about
a. m to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
70C
North
at
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
ion prevails on Capitol Hill that it la race for recorder in Navajo county, al- of Eastlake park. A friend of his who
new
stone
flat
p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones.
in
Ap
the busless of congress to construct though he went down in defeat. If lives ia Texas gave him the seed and
Twelfth street, $15. Apply In rear at pointments made by mall.
and pass the nation's laws, and there there are other newspaper men who he does not know the variety of the
uimiber.
DR. D. E. WILSON
CAPITAL
. . $100,000.00
never has been 'manifested a dispo- ran, trot 'em out and let us know who" plant. He did not Imagine cotton wag FOR KENT Pleasant, airy, well furDentist.
country
to
adapted
particularly
this
to
farm
job.
out the
sition
rooms, with modern improvethey are.
10, 12, 13, Occidental Life
nished
Rooms
SURPLUS
AND
PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00
And ao, there win be aothing rever-enViand made no special effort to raise it.
ments. Apply at store, 522 East Bldg., Cor. Railroad
avenue and
He planted the seed in the hardest
In the attitude of congress to-- ARIZONA COTTON PLANT
Marquette avenue, comer of north Broadway, Albuquerque, N. M. Of
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
ward the bankers' currency project. It
IS ALL RIGHT ground on the ranch and gave It little
Broalyay.
fice hours, 8 to 12 A. M.; 1 to 9 P. M.
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts o the WorU
It was never
will
be handled without gloves.
J. A. Vondraeek brought to the attention thereafter.
nerrly
Colo. Phone, 1?9.
pleasant,
Several
RENT
FOIt
Ironly
or
hoed and was
kaocked and kicked about and batter board of trade a couple of cot- cultivated
furnished rooms, with bath and
PHYSICIANS.
ed out of all semblance to its original ton plants with numerous of the ripen rigated two or three timet during the
electric
Ust. 519 North Second
otn-ers summer.
He has been told that if left
shape. The fact that it has the im- ed balls ready for picking, and
street.
DR.
R. L. HUST.
nonlng endorsement of the country's
not yet opened, says the Phoenix alone the plants will continue their
We Want Your
Business
in Par '
Office. 6 8. N. T. Armlio Bldg.
financial brains will carry, no more Kepublican. The plants are large and growth next summer and he proposes FOR REIN T Apartments
Higheach;
eight
rooms
with
terrace,
Tuberculosis
View
treated
weight in senate and house than
hard to describe (or the reason that to give them a chance.
Current and
Electrical
steam heated, and all other modern Frequency
the endorsement were that of allied
conveniences. 11. H. Tilton, room 19, Germicide. Treatments given each
'
or amalgamated
grave- DIRECTOR3
p. m.. Trained
day from 8 a. m. to
Grant Block.
" Hgger of the country. In fact, the
O. N. Iilarron.
Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
phones,
Both
nurse
in
attendance.
y
FOR RENT A six room
D. II. cams. J. A. Weinman. F. H. otrong. Jay A. Hubbs.
handling of the currency bill is likely
UNDERTAKER.
brick house, corner of Seventh
to be Just a little more ungentle bestreet and Tijeras avenue. Inquire Auto, 'phone 316.
cause it has the endorsement of the
Colo., Red 115
at Lommorl & Mattenccl, C24 West
bankers.
A. BORDERS.
Tijeras
avenue.
Congress always has resetted outCommercial
Club Building. Black
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
side attempts to dictate legislation.
and White Hearse, $5.
50c
25c
to
per
week;
$1.25
to
$1.50
WltneRs the fate of the reciprocity
...ma?!!
ARCHITECTS.
per night. Also rooms for light
treaties, which were nohing more nor
Minneapolis
housikueping.
The
less than legislation by the executive;
F.
W. Spencer. Room
Rarnett
street,
House. 524 South Second
and of the repeatedly urged but alAlbuquerque, N. M. Both
Building,
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
ways rejected scheme to have a com'
m .rtir um
'hones.
mission of experts regulate the tariff
"OR SALE.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
schedules. Senators and representaFOR SALE Fine piano, nearly new
tives will admit in private conversa
J. R. Farwell.
31." S. Third street.
tion that the expert commission plan
Room 23. N. TArmijobuildlng.
"
would be a happy solution of the
FOR SALE Elegant ' Kuaue piaub
"
tariff problem, but you couldn't get
NOTARYPUBLIC.
Call 512 South Broadway.
oae of them to vote to give such a
n
FOR SALE Furniture of
Trios. K. D. Maddison.
commission the necessary authority.
;utj
South
house, at bargain.
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
Ttaty will tell you that the constituHold avenue.
tion by providing that congress shall
A position as cook, and
WANTED
AND
have control of the revenues, stands
In Time of Peace.
E
general
d)
to
housework.
in the way, but that is merely a
In the first months of the Russian-Japanes- e
ttm
ofllee.
happy subterfuge. The truth is that,
war we had a striking ex
AxlAZ The Lu.su d ranch, or
for
ample of the necessity for preparation
the legislative branch of the govAdproperty.
exchange
will
for
city
ernment is jealous of encroaching exand the early advantage of those who,
dress box 1 r8, city.
so to speak, "have shingled their roofs
ecutive power, and for the next deFOR SALE A good span of horses, in dry weather." The virtue of prepcade or two the tendency is going to
surrey and harness. No. '' East aration has made history and given to
be to curtail rather than extecd the
Railroad avenue.
authority of the coordinate branch of
us our greatest men. The individual
FOR SALE All the "furniture of a as well as the nation should be prethe government.
four-rooESTABLISHED 1873. $
The fact that congress this winter
house, nearly new. In pared for any emergency. Are you ? "OLD RELIABLE." '
20U North Arno.
prepared to successfully combat the
good Condition.
will not be able to do much more
1
FOR'SAI-Elentlthan pans apropriatlon hills and at
horse and buggy, first cold you take? A cold can he
tend to other matters of necessary
household goods aud one new cloth cured much more quickly when treatroutine probably will revive agitation
t
t
12x14. all at 2.'1 Smith Wal- ed us soon as it has been contracted
and before it lias become settled In
for longer sessions of congress. No
ter street.
Cough
the system.
Chamberlain's
less authority thnn Speaker Cannon
Fourteen-roonhouse,
FORSALE
i
R'iiicily is famous for Us cures of
is on record as having said that the
electric
furnished or unfurnished,
colds nd It should
kept at hand 2
tinie is not far distant when congress
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
light, city water. 315 S. Third St. ready for instant use. be For
sale by all A
will have to sit the year 'round. So
0
M
A.
Schneh.
Mr.
druggists.
growth
of
tretmndous has been the
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stork of Staple Grocerlea
(woimI
or
FOR
Range,
Kitchea
SU.E
o
the nation, with a corresponding
mHS. El.SIE CLEWS PARSONS.
V
in the Southweit.
Mrs. Bambini, at. ser parlors, No 0
coal used only two months ; also
growth in the necessary
routine
Mrs. Elsie Clew
Mrs. Parsons Is the ilaiitililer
writer
of,
l'uixms,
joa
pre
Kai;roaj
range.
avenue,
gas
is
west
Jewel
Detroit
work of congress,
that not much tlio 'Trial mai'iavc" bixik which has
pared to give thorough scalp treat
llery Clews, the famous banker. She Apply luos WY-- t Tijiras avenue.
time is left for the serious considera- caused all kinds of
AND
cum men t Is
ment. do hair dressing. tro. corns.
a doctor of philosophy ami for six Foil .SALE O t T It A I ) EFi fte;
tion of new legislation. In the days during tbt pat
V
days, is the wife
Ingrowing
bun'oiis
She
and
nails.
724
South
Second
No.
house
f the fathers, practically every bill
u;vr on sociology in
ALBLQ JERQUE, N. M. 0
Congressman H. rbi't't l':tvsi!is of ycats was a
massaeo treatment and manicuriRAILROAD AVENUE.
was dcbaie.1 and reshaped In open of
streit for property In California. gives
ng.
New York.
collegf.
Mrs.
own
preparation
Hciiiaul
Rauiblnl's
Kr'ick,
4;!1
a
Write
Second
East
Job
session. Today, on most things. both
of complexion cream builds up the
s
t. Long Beach, California.
houses accept the reports of commitni
fkin and improves the complexion,
tees slmot.t without question. If they
FOR riAI.K General
merchandise and is guaranteed not to bo Injurious.
refused to do so, connriss never
business on the El Paso and South- She also ureparea a hair tonic that
would get through its work.
This
western In eastern New Mexico. cures and prevents dandruff and hair
DEALER W NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
serve.l ir time, but at best It Is only
Slock $15.0nt
to $20,000. Fine op-- falling out; restores lite to dead hair;
a makeshift. Not much additional rert unity for risht party. Can ex- removes moles, warts and superfluous
PAINT
SHERMAN-WILLIAMCovers more, loous best, wears the
lief ciiii j looked fo- - in this direcplain KOod reason for selling. I
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
full measure.
economical;
most
longest,
tion, bccatisf!
he commit tees now
New
in
caliiy
Mexico.
healthiest
pile cure.
pimple
cure
am'
damp
cure
and
Catarrh
is
cold,
worse
and
in
of
usuallv
the
Winter.
Always
in
stock. Plaster, Lime. Cement. Paint,
BUlLDiNu PAPER
have all they eau do. The time Is Suddenly
Intiuiries to this paper.
All of the.;e preparations tre pureiy
and as the
climate. Colds are contracted, and ncU-cU-Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
some
close at band
when
other secretions cli.iuin
vegetable compounds. Have just adblood
Kelley
from
FOR
RancR.
R.
SALE
different
bed
inii.initd
the
iiicmiu
aiu-arc
into
al:'.oi
the
Kch nie of lelief mtisl be devised, ami
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
having sold all their stock ded a vibrator machine for treatment
and
The nostrils are
longer session:, is the mi!v thing in the unpleasant symptoms of the disease commence.
cure
wrinkles.
of
scalp,
of
and
faco
offering
fino
stock
now
ate
their
keeps
up
stopped
and a constant dropping of mucous l,ack into the throat
fciKhi.
It Is also used for rheumatism, pains
ranch for sale. It is the best
As it isnow, members of congress up a continual hawking and ;pittm. 1 he patient lias dull headaches,
ranch In the country. Has and massage
of the bullae, that is are elected rininj; noises in the c.us, and often slight fever and a depressed, half-sici wo
ioil wells, one of thein has
for two years, and of the twenty four fcclitiK accompanies- the disease. The blond beconfes so fully charged w ith
Chapped Hands.
iudinill and surface tank. It Is an
months of their turns they spend but catarrhal matter that Miiurh troubles are brought on, the kidneys an
Wash your hands with warm water,
Datll,
range.
Postotfiee,
ide.il
sheep
dry wiih' a towel and apply Chamberaino or ten at the capital. The lout; bladder are affected, and "the. blond is not purified of the poison the lmijis
General Building Supplies
Socorro county, N. M. Ranch twen-- l lain's
session rarely lasts more than six liecome diseased because id the constant passage of impure blood through
Salve just before going to bed,
v m.les west of Datil.
This
mouths, though It may run a couple then). Catarrh cannot be cured with washes, .sprays, inhalations and such
am! a speedy cure is certain.
nippof weeks into the sccnth. Tin short treatment ; these cannot reach the poisim-l.idct- i
Cc. gh salve is also invaluable for sore
is Sells More of CnantDerlaln's
cause
real
where
the
blood
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diseases.
le-,
lung
sklu
piles
Mission lasts but thin- - mouths, aud
and
Remedy Than of All Other
Third And Marquette
Both Phones
hx ated, and can only eive tempoi.try relief
Kor sale by all druggists.
out of tliis lime comes the holiday
Put Together.
and comfort. A disease which aftccts the
The advocatei, of longer
Mr. I hos. lieorge, a merchant at Mt.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
entire bbiod supply as does Catarrh, must E'ii, Ontario, says: "I have had the
propose that congress shall be
be treated with a blood purifier. S. S. S. l"t.i atency for Chamberlain's Cout;h BREAD and take no vther.
in session about nine mouths each
THE
K. i::.-- y t.er tince it was introduced
giving the ljwmalo-ris the best remedy for Catarrh, vincu na
a vacation through July, AugiiM and Sep'rown to be a universal disease. It Roes to d.tn Canada, and I sell us much of it MOTT'S
PILLS
PENNYROYAL
,,, of all other lines I have on
tember, when it is too hot in Washthe bottom of the trouble, rids the blood of ;is
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ington for comfort. This plan would
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routine business and still have a purified the blood every p.nt of the system receives a si'pply of fresh, in had one bottle returned. I can
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chance to Kive serious mil states healthy blood ; then the inflamed liieiiibi aucs heal and every symptom o l" i .Dually recommend this medicine
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I .i nit'
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TOURISTS AVOID SOCIETY AT THE THE

VILE

THE CASES OF PRESIDENT ANDREW JACKSON, CEN. DANIEL
SICKLES AND JOHN ANTHONY
WINSTON, WHO SHED BLOOD
FOR THEIR DOMESTIC HONOR
THE LAWYERS WHO WILL
BE AT THE TRIAL TABLE FOR
HARRY THAW STRESS OF THE
UNWRITTEN LAW PLEA IS ON
THE YOUNG WIFE.

Some Very Readable Gossip
of Social Functions to Occur
In the Near Future.

Resignation Might Interfere
With President's Plans.
Special Correspondence.

not tmp in a thousand cf them ever
get r glimpse of him; hut that such
is the case hag been strikingly demonstrated during the past tort night.
It fcae been known In a general way
that riiring the summer months the
nalloaul capital was not a tourists'
mecca, but the assumption has been
that It was because of the heat rather
than because the president was away
from the white house during that peMr. Roosevelt's
riod of the yeur.
Panama trip has thrown new light
on tie eituatlon.
Wca the president came bark from
Oyster Hay the Washington hotels began to fill up with tourists, and there
was every prospect of a prosperous
winter. Then the president set out
for Panama, and the tourists stopped
coming. The hotel proprietors complain, of course: but that isn't the
point.
The interesting question is
why tourists should stay away from
Washington on account of the ab
sence of the president when the
chance that they would see him even
were he here is so slight as to be
hardly among the possibilities.

Piatt's Resignation and President

WbeMngton was greatly interested
by Uk etory that Timothy I,. Woodruff was likely to succeed Thomas C.
I'latt ia the United States senate. It
is not bocause the retirement of
Plat would be of any special moment,
but because 'Woodruff In the senate
It
would be an Interesting figure.
taanve.as now and then but not often.
That a man becomes known to fame
by tho clothes he wears, and Woodruff's i a case In point. Undoubtedly he in a i of ability, and It may
bo he fcaa done things entitling him
to serious consideration ns a Unitea
States senator, but of these the pubBut
lic knows little or. nothing.
everyone who reads the newspapers
wears
know
that "Tim" Woodruff
fancy vesta. Should he come to the
nenate Traitors In the galleries would
ask feat Woodruff's vests be pointed
out to tbem.
The matter Is also lnteresiing because- rt the generally accepted belief
that Treuident Roosevelt desires to
ropremat New York In the senate
whea Vis white house term has expired. Senator Piatt's term ns senator will expire March 3. 1'j09, coincident "with Mr. Roosevelt's presidential
'term. Bbould Piatt resign and Woodruff be Bolected to succeed him, the
latter saight cherish a very natural
nmbrtka to succeed himself and possible would not be willing to get out
of the way of even President Roosevelt. It would be embarrassing for
The president, while still In oftlce, to
enter a campaign for the senatorship,
cspeolaHy if ho should happen to be
defeated, Ho could wait, of course,
until fteaator Depew's term expired in
1911, but it has been understood to be
Mr. lUxBOvclt's ambition to step from
the sroaidencv lato the senate chamber.
Organized Labor in Politics.
Speaker Cannon's friends are very
much rraUflod by the showing he
made in Uie recent election against
the opjioaltion of organized labor. Tno
speati lid not expect to have the
advantage of the ground swell that
Kwept the country two years ao. The
candidate of organized lulor In Cannon ' district was a man named Walker, nominated by the socialists and
indorsed by organized labor, which
tho democratic candidate. In
the presidential campaign of two
yearn ago the socialist candidate received 1,099 votes ;thls year the vote
of that party candidate with the added
support of the labor vote opposing Mr.
Canada was but 1,551, a gain of 452.
of the speaker say this
The
gala at less than 500 ou the socialist
ticket represents the efforts of organized labor to defeat the speaker.
IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW
m.-y-

What a Heap of Happiness It Would
Bring to Albuquerque Homes.
Hard to do housework with an ach

ins few.
Ilrisgs you hours

of misery

ure or at work.
If women ouly knew the

that

at

leis-

cause

Itackache pains come from sick
kidnoys.
Twould save much needless woe.
Ikian's Kidney pills cure sick kidneys.
Aluiiquerqup people endorse this:
4n. J. H. Smith, of 115 Huulng
avenue, Albuquerque (J. 11. Smith,
deputy sheriff), says: '"livery woman
who low had backache for a month
so severe that every movement she
mado hurt anil she never Know the
moiuunt but the slightest srtaln ou
tho muscles of the bark brought a
twinge which could only be described
as JJicruclating, Is more than pleased
when ulie Muds a means to at first
cheek such attacks and then radirall)
diupciKo of them. When suffering from
backache I procured I Joan's Kidney
Pills and they stopped the annoyance.
Since Ihen I have had no necessity to
iio IJoan's Kidney i'il'H cor nny other sueUicino fur achin:,' across the
smalt (if the leek."
t''or nal. .y all dealers. Price !iil
Co., HufTalo,
emits. !'
N. V., bole age-ntfor the United
States.
Remember tlie name Push's anil
H
tne ao other.
ster-Milliu-

FOOTBALL
A. C. OF N. M. VS. U. N. M.
TRACTION PARK.
THANKSGIVING.
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hostesses have been very busy these
days, opening up their establishments
and arranging their social schedules
for the approaching season, the most
important entertainment, of course,
being the formal dinner parties given
by each number of the cabinet Is
honor of President and Mrs. Roosevelt.
The first of this series of dinner
will be given by the Secretary of
State and Mrs. Root on Thursday, December !iu, to be followed In order by
other members of the cabinet. Under former administrations it was tho
general custom to make these slate
affairs at
dinners strictly official
which all the members of the cabinet
and their wives were present, and
tradition hath It that these state dinners were grand, gloomy and peculiar funclons. where the guests felt
official, but, alas, oftentimes, no social
affiliations.
Hut the coming of the Roosevelts
changed all that and the unwritten
law is that these dtnner parties are
to bo mado up of guests wno are not
of the Immediate official family and
who are congenial to the guests of
hoaor. The result Is that cabinet host
esses vie with each other in securing
the Intellect, wit and beauty from tho
highest circles, and the dinners have
lost the stiff and formal boredom that
struck silent terror to many a loag-sunorlng rresident and first lady. The
Roosevelts have certainly
given a
new impetus to social life at the na
tional capital aad function at the
White House have a dash and bril
liancy to be compared only with the
entertainments given at the old world
capitals. Under the gracious reign of
Mrs. Roosevelt, the White House may
be said to have truly regalaed the
lost prestige of many years, and it remains to be seen whether her suc
cessor can as rightfully lay claim to
the courteous title of First Lady of
the Land.
Expected English Ambassadress
There is still a great deal of specu
lation as to who is to succeed Sir
Mortimer Durand as British ambassador to the United States. The
chances of Hon. Gerard Lowther, Sir
Spring-Rice- ,
CecA
and Sir Alan
Johnstone are being eagerly discuss
ed. Kir uecii SpMng-Rtc- e,
who has
just recently been kuighted. was the
first secretary of the embassy under
ix)rd Pauncerote when
President
Roosevelt was civil service commissioner. The two men are close personal friends asd have always kept in
touch with each other. Lndy Spring- Kice was Miss Lascelles, daughter of
the British ambassador to Germany.
The Hon. Gerard Ixwther, now stationed at Tangiers, Is well known and
liked on this side of the ocean. Mrs.
is an American woman and
before their marriage
Paris a little
over a year ago, was Miss Alice Blith.
daughter of Alherton With of New
York, Newport and Paris. Tho Hon.
Lady Johnstono, wife of Sir Alan
Johnstone, the minister to Denmark,
was Miss Piaehot, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James PInchot of thl3 city.
fc.uher or the two latter women would
be a welcome addition to tho already
long list of American hostesses of the
diplomatic corps.

homicide," on the theory that the
young Pittsburg millionaire was war
ranted by unwritten law In takiag the
life of the traducer of his wife.
This Is the defense the district at
torney's office expects to meet. Fail
ing in this It Is said. Thaw's counsel will turn to aa Insanity plea, but
this only as an extreme of dire necessity.
Delmns has cited the case
ot Gen. ijpniel K. Sickles as i.eing
almost jarallel with the case of Thaw.
Nearly hulf a century ago Gen. Sickles murdered Philin Barton Key, the
then district attorney of Washington,
anil son of the author of "The hmr
Spangled Braner." Sickles has heard
from his wife a complete confession
of guilty association with young Key,
whom the general had entertained
as hi.s friend in his home.
He was sitting brooding over his
sorrow when Kev passed the house
and waived n hand'--'- - rchlef, which
was a signal the faithless wife had
coiitcfsed was ;t Fipn for her to Join
Key
at an appointed rendezvous.
Sickles rushed to the streol and shot
Key down In cold blood.
The trial wa3 famoas, counsel for
Sickles contending that the menta'
condition of a sensitive,
man of honor could not possibly be
described as normal under such circumstances.
The jury accepted the
unwritten law argument and Sickles
was set free.
Readers of American history nre
familiar with the pert Andrew Jackson played. He was rough, unpolished socially and In mind, belt a man of
iron and action. For an insult offered to his "Blooming Rachel" he met
on the field of honor the man who
dared speak ill of her name. He af-- ,
tefward berame a great man and
rounded out his career in the white
house.
ago John Anthony
Many years
Winston shot and killed the traducer
of his home. "The unwritten law of
the land" was Invoked for what was

American Wives of Diplomats.
Among the Anun-leawomen who
now preside over the homes of foreign representatives in Washington,
are: the Baroness Von Sternburg,
wlfo of the German ambassador, who
was Miss Lily Langham; Mine.
wife of the French ambassador, who was Mis8 Richards of Boston; the Baroness Moach-enrwho
was Mis8 Clayton, daughter
of the
former ambassador and Mrs. Powell
Clayton; and Mme Pastor, wife or
the Spanlsli charge d'affaires, who
was Miss Constance Lee of Baltimore.
Mrs. Leiter,
her daughter,
the
,
Countess of Suffolk, and her
Lord Curzon and the Earl of
Suffolk, are quietly stopping at the
homo In New Hampshire avenue.
Lord Curzon Is here for the
purpeiKo of executing some wishes of
the late Lady Curzon, to whom he
wag so passionately devoted, nnd not,
as has been persistently
rumored
from timo to time, as a posnible successor to Sir Mortimer Durand. This
is the firt time, the countess or Suffolk, who was Miss Daisy Leitt-rhas
set foot on American soil since here
marriage with the earl.

Intercollegiate gymnastic championships wil lie held at the university of
Pennsylvania, March 22.
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Miss Erma Shaw, the youngest
daughter of the Secretary of the
Treasury and Mrs. Shaw, will make
her debut at a tea just before the
Christmas holidays. She will have
Uie distinction of being tho enly bud
in the cabinet circle. Durlu
Mrs.
Long worth's debutante days, so much
attiiiiinn was paid to her. on account
of her position, us well as her Individual charm, thai other buiis of tile
official set were rather undervalued
in the mad scramble to pay homage
to th. piesid. nfs daughter, but now
that Alice has blossomed furlii into a
fascinating
official
matron.
inres can again come inm their
'iit

ovi

11.

House of Mny Memories.
diss Eleanor
daughter
of
Mr. nnd Mrs. William Slater is to
m.?ke her debut In a house which i
lull of 111. niories of former scenes and
payeMe. The Slater house
oil
sireel lias been oerui.i.-i,v
three cabinet officers. . l'.,.imU.f.,
neii.l
Secretary of the
Navy W'lm
and Secretary (if Slate
r!V!ingshuy.,en la the Hire-- - elifiVi.-a.!a:ln',-lt.;ii)iii,,,-i-ret. relented
ihe tir.--t Ci- vcluihl Hiliiiiuini ration ii
reached be pinnacl,. e.f iis lame us
a .10ci.1l center when ii whs i,n.t.l
over by Mrs. VH;ney who was one- of
great) st hcir.-jj-et lit-- i
gem ra
!
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See us beforo you buy. Unredeemed Watches, Rings, Jewelry, that
will make excellent Xmas presents and we will gave you moaey.
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Man You Can Trust

I IB Railroad Avonua

'OIIN B. GLEASON.
dinner in Pittsburg, which, however,
is not possible as the trial cannot take
place as at first supposed In December. Now and then ns she passes to
and from the Tmbs, rtJrinJt her dally
calls, Mrs. Tnaw dro.-.- s a word to tho
reporters that .he, too, believes that
Harry will Ih acqultteid.
Toe first
fright, however, still scenes to be in
her heart, tor her face is tnsa nnd
she is evi Ic.nly j.tmuslv troubled In
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LEARN. WE HAVE
THE GOLDEN RULE.
ENTRUST US WITH YOUR PLUMBING AND TINNING WORK. ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY FURNISHED

J.

West 'Silver Avenue.

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)

(Eighty-fiv- e

Conceded today to be the

but

In the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLO ONLY BY THE...

'

MAUD ADAMS OFFERED A FOR
TUNE FOR THESE PHOTOS

L. DELL & CO.,
122

NVHITHON
MUSIC CO.
(Established 1682.)

News-Letter-

C. W. HARTRIDGE.
considered "3001! and sufficient rea-- !
sons." Afterward the man who in-- I
voked the law was honored with the
governorship of his
Alabama.
jo prove sucu a case Tor Thaw,
the stress of the entire fight will be
laid upon the slender shoulders of
the young wife who. In the six months
of sickening humiliation and scandal,
has appeared little more than a child.
The trial, which Js expected to take
place In January, next year, will
paint a dlsguesting picture of fast life
la the careabandon circles of New
York. As the fateful time approaches
Thaw seems to Increase his optimism.
He has repeatedly
declared to
friends that fce will eat Christmas

TO

ONLY ONE

mind.

Judge Delmas was employed because he was one notable lawyer in
the country who agreed with Thaw
that his defense might be made upon
the plea of Justification. While he
dees not claim to be a criminal lawyer, the Judge hag had experience In
cases where the unwritten law was
Invoked.
This was notably true at
the trial or Truxtoa Beale of San
Francisco, who killed tho editor of
,
the
Frank Marriott, for
publishing an alleged improper paragraph about Miss Marie Ogo, who
later became Beale's wife.
John Blancbard Gleasoa, who is
associate counsel, has had much experience In criminal cases where the
sanity of th defendant was In question.
Cllffrd W. Hartrldge, whom Tnaw
retained after he discharged the law
firm of former Gov. Frank Black. Is
now known as Thaw's personal counsel. He will participate in the de- fontse. The most eminent lawyers in
this city, including Jos. Choate, are
being counselled with.
It is estimated that the defense will
cost the Thaw family a quarter of a
million dollars.

I

EVERYBODY INTERESTED IN THE
GAME MUST LEARN THE NEW
RULES. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED
IN OUR GAME OF DOING THE
BEST PLUMBING WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES THERE ARE NO

DELMAS.

D. M.

Come in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything in music
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay.
ment plan.
116 South Second street.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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Irrigated Farm Lands
IN SOUTHERN ALBERTA.

CANADA

$18.00 to $25.00 per acre

Irrigated farm lands In Egypt, according to reports of
United
States Department of Commerce, are worth $225 per acre.theIrrigated
farm lands In the United States are worth from $100 to $2,080 per
acre.
Irrigated farm landa In Southern Alberta are worth
a much
or more than lands In Egypt and the United States, bat lust
the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company la Belling them at from $18 to $2S per acre
for the purpose of Inducing settlement In their 3,000,000-acrblock
Irrigated farm lands sold by them three months ago at from
to $25 per acre are now being held by the purchasers at from $50 $18
to
e

$75 per acre.

The difference between $18 and $2,000 Is worth while, If yon are
Interested In doubling and trobllag your money within a few months.
If you are, drop a card to the address below and receive detailed Information, Including maps,, literature, etc., fully describing the opportunity of the ago.

The Canadian

Pacifc Irrigation Colonization' Co's., Ltd.

ROOM 3t, CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA
Sale Department, Irrigated Land; Canadian Paeino Railway g
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The Yale base ball team will make
a southern trip in the srring.
One National League re'eord Is
away by Billy Bergen. He
ed only nine runs in lo:j games.
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7ANDE PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY,
DENVER, COLO- ,l'uo por DOve occasion tickets will be sold for on far
.
A
plus $2.00 for the round trip to Denver, Colorado Springs
and Pueblo,
"r, ? V! m b 8 r 10' 12 and 13
I'"1' December 10, 1908.
!,
uo
,LL,N018' IOWA MINNESOTA,
WISCONSIN, ETC. Rate one
for round
trip. Tickets on sale Oct. 9 and 23, Nov. 13andand 27. Limitfar.
30 days from
data 07 talO,
TRAi'M,SIS8IPP, COMMERCIAL CONGRESS, KANSAS CITY MO- -
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ning i5,it ana, capturing six out ot
seven events.

Word from Ixs Angeles Is that
Ascot park wil open Thanksgiving
without opositioa.
Annexation cannot be enforced for two months.
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James K. Keene still has the English Derhy bee buzzing in his head.
Maud Adams is wealthy, but not
He Is said to be planniag another in- wealthy enpugh to buy the originals
vasion of England next season.
of two pictures above that show her
as a little girl, which were never
Tf at first you don't snece-ekex p printe-before.
on losing."
to be Sir. Thos.
The originals are in the possession
Upton's motto. Ho Is going to life of a friend of the noted actress. Time
the pennant from the New York Yacnt and again Miss Adams has made atclub in 1908. or be a game
as tempts to secure them, as they are
usual.
tne only oneH In existence.
At the earnest request of Miss
"Buck" Ewing Kft $20,40(t to his Adams a will
been prepared which
widow for her life, then to his two awards them to the- - actress at the
children. That kgacy speaks more. owner's di ath.
for his character than all the good
words that have been said alout. this
popular player.
a blazing red. The Idea was to easily distinguish the players when a
By doing away with stejols
and forward pasH was made. Other teams
having the bookmakers move about are figuring on nlarging
on the Idea,
the Washington Jockey
iub
the ruling of the court against
The; city ot Toronte), Canada, has
betting. If that falls, the betting will
le done on a neck of the? Bennlngs practically passtd an appropriation of
$'ii,00u to build a rowing course in
coure that Is iu Maryland.
Toronto bay, diked In to secure calm
High price of a hall may prevent water always.
tin Marvin Hart-MikSchreck fight
scheduled for the first week In DecemTexas claims to bo the real thing
ber at Kalamazoo, Mich. Schre-cis for uprin? training grounds. Arrangeunlucky, anyway. Ho la one or those ments to dale show the Cardinals will
fighters who ire always "at It" but be at Houston, Browns at San Annev r git anything In the way of tonio and Austin, Washington Americans ut Galveston, ! ds at Marlin,
titles.
Cubs at Marlin, Philadelphia Amerilb-ris what two ro llecis liiink cans at Dallas, St. IV.ul at Dallas.
of s.ui s. President of Conn II announces tint next fail the university
Chinese w:s match.-- , aeaTnst Japwill uv:'.iic th. study schedules
of anese in a rcliy rao ai Columbia uniloot ball men tf give them plenty ef versity.
K011,
the Chinaman, won
'time fur piac'lce. At t.ie uw.l stale trom Keng, cf Japan, who almost
university bnv:!:--- ' will soon be on tile
at the finish. But then the
111 riciiliini.
n noted for
Japanese hae never
heir running queries en the RuS.
I
The C.i'i.sV Indian.- - b.i'..- sprung sians
testily,
a new feoi hall stuiu which may lead
rehues,
of
lo iitiiloi it..s
urled
in a
CRUCES VS. VARSITY
Ceni gainlive of ili(J Ir.dians had
TRACTION PARK.
-r
snow white hea
was
THANKSGIVING.
and i.ut
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Chicago Nationals, Chicago Americans, Dcs Moines, Grand Rapids and
Columbus were 1906 pennant winners
who won 90 games or more.
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Salvidere was th cTinmnlnn o venr
old of the eastern racing circuit, win
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Miss Shaw a Debutante.
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We are 1b a position to make yon prices on Diamonds that will mts-yomoney. We niTt a Jot of unredeemed Diamonds that we are sell-
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tion, and who had a positive geni-ifor entertalalng. The ball r"otn In
which Mlsg Slater will make her bow
to the world, was, during the occupancy of the Wanamakers, one of the
finest private picture galleries In this
city, and it was In this room too, by
the way, that Mrs. Jamr--s Brown Totter, a guest of the Whltaeys. won
distinction, of a sort by her famous
recitation of "Osier Joe."
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Had a Close Cat).
A dangerous
turgii".i op ration, in-vius the lemova! of a malignant
itcer, us lari'e as my hand, trom my
daughter's I i was prevcnte.l by the
application of Luel.lea's Arnica Salve'
sava A. t S'ir-kelof Mile: us, W. Va.
of the Salve comi,le;e-''Persistent
cured it." cures cuts, bums anl
iij'iiins ,l at all drusei.s's.
;
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THE CHIEF LAWYERS FOR THAW.

Special Correspondence.

Washington, Nov. 26. Althouffli a Special Correspondence.
Nov. 2ti. Washington
New York, Nov. 24. From small
fcntel jna.orlet.org will be glad when majority of the official homes are now
the pruutuunt gets buck. Their busi- opened for the Washington season of hints dropped by Judge Dolphin M.
ness ha suQeied a sad slump since society and politics, there has ben Delmns, who will lend the legal fight
Mr. Itousevelt started for 1'anama.
little er bo entertaining as yet. The to save Harry Kendall Thaw from
Its a queer thing why tourists arc president and Mrs. Roosevelt have death In the electric chair,. It Is rrac-tlcal- y
certain that the defease will
kith to oiuo to Washington unless tcea absent, as well ns Vice Preside n
the csief eiecntlve in In town, becaus8 and Mrs. Fairbanks, while cabinet be wade on the ground of justifiable

YTaiBton,

060

DENTS FOR YOUNG THAW

NATION

Absent-Pia- tt's
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"UNWRITTEN LAW," FAMOUS PRECE-

CAPITAL OF

WASHINGTON

President Is

EVENING CITIZEN.

'ALBUQUERQUE

26, 1906.

Jn tho bade

of one of the photos

Is scrawled "Maud Kiskadden,''
family name of the now world-fame-
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Tho one picture shows Miss Adams
la the costume she wore In her first
figure shows the
part, the
little frock she wore to rehearsals
Tho photos were taken when little
Maud played wlt'r, the old California
Stoe-Company at the. Bush Street
Theater In San rranclsco, whim Joha
McCullough, then in his zenith, was
manager and star.
LUCAS VISITS
KINGMAN MINES.
I.ucfla. n nitslni' from from
Ccrrillos, New Mexico, was In Kingman last Thursday, says the Miner.
Il continued on his way to Califor
nia J nursiiay evening, wncre ne will
make an examination of mining prop
erty. Mr. Lucas Is qnite well known
to many of the people of Kingman,
JAMES

Ijtmcc

having examined mines la this

El Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwe.t and Kansas City, St. Louis,
Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best Tho only way with two
through
trains daily, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation dining cars, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere,
any time

TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

sec-

tion a few years ago.
A

Communication Made Easy

Year of 3lood.

The year 1903 will long be remembered in tho homo of F. N. Tacket of
Alliance, Ky., aa a year of blood;
which llowed so copiously from Mr.

For full particulars aee any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

rt.-,u-

R. STILL
Qen. PlLia

Ajent

EL PASO, TEXAS.

Tacl.et's lungs that death seemed very
near, lie writes: "Severe bleeding
from the lungs and a frightful cough
nail brought me at death's d'or, wneu Highland Rooming House
I began taking Dr. King's New DisMRS. M. E. HEIXDL, Prop.
covery fer Consumption, with tho
that after taking four
ACROSS
THE RAILROAD
bottles was completely restored and JUST
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
Ins proven permanently
as tine
cured." (l iurantced for soro lungs,
roughs and folds, ut all drugglBts. New Building, New Furniture, 8tem
Price fvi cents and $1. Trial buttle
Heat and Everything Connected
free.
With the Place Brand New.
Try a CiMzea Want ad.
ROOMS BY DV, WEEK OR MONTH
1

V,

General Agent.

Rico Hotel and Bar
No. 111 Nortn First Street.
DINELLI & LENCIONI, Proprietors.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Meala From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
Put Up for Travelers.
Room. By Day, Week or Month.
A

Cl1zea

Aont a J does the work.
1
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Old
heart of a continent with llio prontrst valley theYans-Ui
Virld rnn show, wo rmmt take iho vnlloy of tho
U is tho commercial heart f that vast
In China.
empire, anil contains in nn area of C.od.hiW nquare
miles, but little more than half the size of our valley,
ISiinnfl.nfiO
of Industrious people, nix times as many
as are In tho Mississippi valley, which is nearly twice
tui that of the Yang-tsca
great
What colossal possibilities are In store for our
valley when It shall contain 180.000.ihm) people, with
of
twice as much room as Is enjoyed by the Chinese
ImaKlna
the
of
exertion
an
requires
It
Yans-tsthe
can be built
tlm to porlrav. Then all tho rnflvxays that of such
an
will be inadequate for the transportation
expanse of coun- an
vast
so
over
population
Immense
., r it ihiin inn mixrniv iivei, .m ' o
utilized by commerce to its
cre'nt tributaries, will
utmost capacity. New Orlenns Picayune.
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fcnd

Weekly.

Citizen Publishing Company
W. T. McCRLIGHT,
Durness Manager.

W. S. STRtCKLER,

rrestiient.

PKICE OF SILVER

between January 1 and November 8, India bought about
$7,926,!i80 worth of the metal in the London market, as
against $87,217,190 for the corresponding period of the
This enormous Indian
previous two years combined.
demand is supplemented by a continuous and Increasing
demand from .Mexico and Brazil.
The Mexican government has now tt contract for a
million ounces of silver nir mouth for the next six or
seven nionthe. but so urgent is its need that it has recently secured an additional amount from the smelting
comnanay of a million ounces a month. With these
fceavy calls on the source ot supply the purchase by the
United States government, which has amounted recent.)
to about 6.000.000 ounces, is a mere bagatelle and con la
hardly have hod much influence by Itself on the world's
price of silver. There is considerable criticism even
in the treasury department itself over the stand that
Secretary Shaw has taken regarding silver purchases.
There is a very strong lielief that the sellers of silver
have been governed far more by the law of supply and
demand than they have by the small orders from the
treasury department.
Tho same paper further says that the American
Smelting & Kenning companay is in nowise a trust oi
monopoly and has never attempted to be. It Is simply a
very large and important aggregation of smelting Interests In the .United States. Mexico and Canada, but there
re very many smelters in all sections ot the country
In direct competition with those of the American Smelting company.
As the high price of silver undoubtedly must tend to
the development of New Mexico mines, as well as those
sections of the
In all ether parts of the
United States, the maintenance of the present high, oi
ven of a higher, price would seem io be a national
blessing.
silver-producin-
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wire ,is
The morning paper', "special
of the
a corker. Today it gave to the readers
matte,
morning paper about a column nnd twtnlrds of I n.:
being under the
on tho Thaw murder trial, the same
)
Now, that
,Hv Morning Journal Special Uased Wirea
identical article, word for word, and not by 'orj from
ami received
h.a nwiv tvnewritten
on
Tho Citizen', table .1m
York',
lying
been
had
New
N
IUIIJF IWUI
eW
Pr day having .tat ,
"special leased wire,
before it reached All q nerquc A
v,.
which Is from three to four days slower u.utou.
.any any
adjunct
valuable
certainly
a
U
mail.
State,
paper. Then, too. unless the memory of The Citizen
the mall-In- n
man Is at fault, during the eight days between
leased
"special
by
of the document and Its arrival
postponed till after the bo
was
Thaw
of
UM
the
wire'
ginning of the new year.
cer-tainl- v

We have added aaother pastry
baker to our force of bakers.
Now hiving five bakers working In our bakery. We have
been In the bakery business not
quite four months and started
with one maa.

g

QUALITY
is what counts. Quality
is what builds up our'
business.
We Make
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of Washington

stress was lalo
in the winter of 1866 .
nnrt the
(rrifr,rv
m
fishery resources
"
need for an arrangement with
SIMPLIFIED SPELLING TESTED
10
enabled
be
would
.
ing vessels
ro fuel water and pro- A New York City principal. Van Evrle Kilpatrick,
engagea
Mermen
our
Tihat
tin. banks, the firstwere
head of public school No. 52, has Just completed an inhavvessel
Sshing on the Alaskan
teresting pedagogical test of the effect of simplified
wnne
n
lt3,
aru
Kilpatrick's
conclusions
there
spelling on children. Mr.
Arctic shore for
that the simplified form of many words recommended waking in Behrlns sea and along the
by the simplified spelling board is the natural form for years.
.
,
Russia and the
,n i.uut,
children. Of his test Mr. Kilpatrick writes:
,.H1ifin,l bv the
011
gave
pupils
I
spelling
all
to
24,
a
test
"On October
P"-- -t
In the last five years in the course In public school
ate may,
,MM,KP8aion
u
year,
f ormal
No. 62. To these children 1 gave from tho simplified 20th of the same
"
spelling l)oard's list the following ten words not yet wn taken on tno mm "
country as to ne
commonly accepted:
doubt was expressed in this
-'- sum OI money iui
"Drest, dript, flxt, lookt, mist, kist, lapt, nipt, stept,
region as Alaska, am. It was feared
Btopt.
.
"An examination of the papers showed some in- the expenditure wouia never uC
- "
teresting results. The tendency ot the children to end iu.i,,a .t.re much at iauit.
T
ml.u
the wcrds in the above group In "t" was 6 7 .per States has not only been more than re!been many tim s
has
nlone
fisheries
tent. This tendency varied in the different grades. ly but
i..V theih financial outlay. The rental from
In the lower grades the tendency to end these words
than paid the initial cost
"1" was much stronger than in the 7th nnd 8th years the furseal islands has more nrpsent
IK'
..
-- ...I
time the ta:
t
tho
. X ......
where there was no tendency to use this form as the 07. tne
iiisinui,
to
above
amounlw
fishery
children, had learned to use the "ed" ending. I found rived from the salmon
in the 4th year an Italian boy, who evidently was useu a year.
..,..,"
m
to the phonetic spelling of Italian, who spelled 90 pci
The district of Alaska is enormous
II I'l U'lTTI
C4ntu
ot me uimeu
cent of these words with the "t" ending. Most sig- equal to nearly
nificant of all, however, wns the fact that 21 7 per The total length of mainiano nom m.......
.
v...ni.
greaiesi
miles,
the
cent of these words, or nearly
were missed on west Is about 1.100
BOO.Ooo square miles.
account, of the failure of the children to double fhe 800 miles and the area
along the
consonants in spelling them With tho "cd' ending.
Because of tho thousands of islands scattered
extend-t,- ,
"As a second test I gave the following ten words coast or. as In tho case of the Aleutian chain,
an
has
district
miles,
1,1
the
hundreds
of
t
from the simplified spelling board's list: fi
.
"Ax, bark, color, draft, center, gipsy, mama, mold, exceedingly long coast line and one well adapted to fishpigmy, omelet.
owing to the many largo ano saie
,
x
per cent, of all the pupils used sheltered channels between the lsianas nno uie iwa..."I found that 84
these simplified spellings, the tendency .to use the land, and the numerous rivers which. oeioucn rrom mo
more anomalous spellings . was most marked in the mainland. The Nushagak river is today one of the Im7th and 8th years a fact which seems to indicate that portant fishing stream of tho world. Bulletin of Deconstant training has overcome the natural tendency partment of Commerce and Labor.
of the children to spell simply and to avoid the superfluous letters. It is unnecessary to say that apparently
the expenditure of time and energy to overcome the
DEATH HAS ALWAYS BEEN
natural tendency of the child, which, in itself, is logical.
Is, a sertoiid waste '
UIIMAM llflPF
on

leriuij
unon the

rMYxte

Jn.

wu.

-
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one-thir-

competitors, on account of
being just over the line
from the high rent district.

Furniture, Crockery
Glassware

"Coed Things to Fat"
CECEBS FILL! DIKE SAME

KAIL
.

11

1

Our Christmas stock is
larger this year than ever
before. New stock arriving daily. New and exclusive designs at prices
d
less than our

.

.

......
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Jaffa Grocery Co.

..

one-Bixt- n

JAFFA'S SPECIALS

"
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DAY

AKE RECEIVED.

HouSe Furnishers
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No breaking in
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O. W. STRONG'S SONS

WILLIAM MclNTOSH,

Prudent

For the
Best Line of

killed la a
a i.ir
Some duys as fllty immigrants were
The Dawson
line of the Southwestern for wreck on the Baltimore and OhW railroad. When you
nith the fret"
mentally. B,U dtd yo
which articles of incorporation were taken out ut Santa
the account you shuddered
Fe Nov. 10, will mean a great saving to the road in stop to think of the shattered human hopes that .ni
The flexible sole R e J Crosi
the transportation of coal from tho mines at Itawson .i .....
k Hi
wreck ?
l
Shoe
is c o
a b ie from
months
days
and
to the points on the west division where it is used by
the
Back of that wreck were
will be about indecision over yonder in the Fatherland, the short the start.
interests.
the
Tho
...., .....i u,uii economies made necessary, the break220 miles, which will reduce the haul from Dawson to .it
vi o...u.a
MliuiTia u
The burning and
El Paso by fifty miles.
ing of home ties, the high hopes or the future in the
were
the
caused
i
wreck
i
Unfit
that
by stiff soles and the
oi'
The new lino will project out from the present in....
w
'mini
laiuj
line at Corona, and will go almost straight north to longings of the dear ones over here, tne small hawnt-- , evils of thin soles are preDawson. At present the haul from Dawson to Corona the finding of passage money and tho joy that waited vented
by the Red Cross. It
is an expensive one loth ways, as both have an alti- with impatience the coming of father or momer ui
enables
were
a woman to be on her
ruineu
hopes
6,600
all
while
And
these
of
the
feet,
Tucumcari
altitude at
tude
sister or sweetheart.

r
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shorter.

The difference in the ccst of operation for heavy
loads will be great enough to pay for the une in a few
years.
The real cause of the plan to build the cut-of- t,
it is said, is the refusal of the Hock lulaud to sell to
the Southwestern the section of truck between Santa
At present the Southwestern
Kosa and Tucumcari.
pays an annual lease to tho Rock Island for the use oi
this piece of track and in the failure to purchase this
Kectiont the Southwestern has resolved to build the
rut-of- f
so that it may have a track o hs own to
News.

t'itien

aching

in a moment because some one blundered with tne
signals.
It Is but another pat hoi ir picture in the panoi.ima
of life unrolled each day by the daily press. To those
or us who stay and look on, nearly all the endings of
life seem full of nathos because of the horns that break
down in death. Unfinished plans! Fortunate Inded Is
he who can round his life with full consummation.
Most men say: "I would not care to die if my estate
were in shape, or if my children were educated or 11
my business were on a secure basis, or if my benevolent intentions were realized." etc., elc.
Yet there's another side 1i that which we call u
sad and sudden death. It is a fine thiug to lull bravely
As that
fighting. It Is good to die in the harness.
brave spirit, Robert I.ouis Stevenson himself the best
iioca not lite
example of his saying eloquently says:
full I' l.v v,',
go down with better grace foaming in
i"
a pnclphe than miserably struggling to an end
sandy ilelias?"- - To us who remain Hie shattered hope;
t. him who gi.es at a sini.ie Umnd from one shore t:
o death Is untimely.
another, the full filtluen.

is about 3,000 feet. This means that on every haul
roni Dawson to Corona, or the reverse, a grade of 3.500
feet must be climbed.
Hue from Coruua to DawBy projecting the cut-of- f
son this grade will be saved, fur the line will be run
on the top of a rido which averages about the same
height throughout, and which is alout fifty miles

feet for hours at a time with
comfort. .
A stylish
shoe

that's

absolutely
comfortable
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Albuquerque
See Ours

We Keep It Up
We keep the quality
up to the highest.
by using

of

our bread

This

is possible

j

nn
n.n

TICKETS

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

BOUGHT. SOLO

AND

EXCHANGED

Astoelallon OffJea
Transactions
Guaranteed

ROSENFIEID'S,

18 W. R, R. Ave.

1

P. MATTEUCCI
o

Boot and shoemaker. Custom work
order Repairing a specialty. Prices

but
not only in mixing anl baking,
,
...
reasonable; satisfaction guaranteed.
.
.
as.uwjj
alio in laning; care oi
103 North First Street
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
PIONECR BAKCRY
PALLING. Proprietor
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

PIONEER BAKERY,

SIMON

207 SOUTH riRBT StTttEE 7.
C7

THE CELE3RATED

O. F. O.

CAKES

WEDDING

A

SPECIALTY.

John

t

i

-

S.

Bcaven

We desire patronage end we guar-

antee first class baking.

Siuth First Street. Albuquerque.

207

ELITE

THE

ROOMIKS

HOUSE

POSTCFFICC AND DEPOT

NEAR

v

I
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MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.
C. H. CARNES, O. D.

and $;.oo
Hish Shoes,
OOOrXOOCOCOX3000000000CKOOCO
$4.00 and $3.50
g SLIDING SCALE IS GOOD
5j
Let fit you.

j

I

is confident thut tin- b' Lijiini His
liif
ilelesmeHhip, v ill
sui
smuc very
iiiiule'aMitnt
Mirpi ine8 for the i inoci a' ic s s:c:,tin n uii i
lawyi
il. l)i I.
Aiiilr,wx
win propose' to
if
Li--. it;
ill i :
mo j.n ituiiin this flKi't.
uuil the rcpiildiran
9,
IN
ANTHRACITE REGION v
in no mxl ti the territory nr to uiaoue.
It can
Hut il' necessary, huiti ilie rcpuMicuii cuiuihlaM' elect :ii!U
t
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
121 West Railroad Ave.
a id (h'niothe coiiuniiiee will meet the issue .iiar-!vEYES TESTED FREE
Nov.
orl..
The flhwin.u siau lnetit
cratic an.l fusion nieth ls in this rampaisii will be
New Mexico
Albuquerque
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
a,ll!"'l''z''11
j
'" half ,( the Anthracite t'"al Operators:
thoroughly hliown up.
There is not :h filiiest doiiiit
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
"'awes of more than l.VUMMi anthracite initiP
uh to the result.
li. Andrews1 rinhtrul majority will
,i steadily
WiirUrs have
I) shown in have lieen many hundreds, and perhaps
raised since the first of
hy the operation of the sliding scale established
greater than he is accredited with, on the face of
Low Prices
by the. At;ll;raiite Strike Coniniissio.i. 'Clio seven
the returns.
Paints, Varnishes,
cent increase v hicli the miners xx ill roct ive on this on
tniiith's production is 1h? culminalio.i of an upward Brushes
Jap-a-la- c.
VALLEY OF
MISSISSIPPI
in
wane movement, which heuau xvith one per cent
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
ll is Impossihle for our people who are u.iaciUai;i
.Inly and reached four per cent in October.
408W. Railroad Avenue
$6.50
PER TON
t'l 'o
Willi the vast valley ,,f the
t i i t io net
the cud of October Hi,! clfrlit priucipiil anthracite proBLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
any a deijuate idea ,,f iis iuimeiij... eient and I'uiuiv ducers paid out alioiil ll.'.'.jii.DUll
S6.50
MtRCHANT TAILORING
PER TON
in Increase of wiikcs
llssillllit ies.
and uhove what the miners xvotild have re'elxe.
oxir
It extends ihri,ii;;h twi'uiy de;;rei s of the
arth'
under the June scab'.
The total would he largely in- ItPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
laiitude Irom norlh to soiitii, and through ..iirty-livcreased if the wau'es jciid by oilier operators were added.
RAILROAD
AVENUE, 0. EAM-- !
of its loiiKilude, from the Alleghany inoiintains on
'1 lie
LINI, PROPRIETOR.
delictus received hy Ihe miners under the
to ihe Rocky mountains on the west.
the
Its slidlnn seale txMeni
wawawaciwi iii i in
in tulditlon to the direct wane
Vy merchant tailoring bltup Is up- northern boundary is the liiitish iMminioii ot Canada, ilncr. i.se of ten per aie
cent anil other iidvantaKcs which stairs over
LOAD OF MILL WOOD
EIG
No. 20y Wcti Railroad avt-- ;
while its southern limits are washed by the (Julf ot ihe miners ohtaincu under
$2.25 AND $2.75
FOR
the award of Ihe strike eom-- , nu. , xx here 1 solicit the patronage of
Mexico, into w hich il pouts us
no, pious
drainage. mission, the si eoml line, year, peri id of which '"'.Jail Uiii pijhllc. All xorl: (truaranteed tlrat.
Its chief
is the Mississippi, the second hi length last
rlai.a, a3 1 have Tiad iltteeu years"
and nuiiii uile on tlie t;lol,e. the Amazon
ciiif; lirst.
Tlit- at. hracii,
itnlii.-ti- y
unique. n
soiiiexvhat
iu the business. Stilts tiiada
arfoidin,-- '. w iilt lis uieat n.ix i.able U .itn-i.s. more iti.in that tlie xxaivs of the xviii kiiiunn u
up automatically t or.ior. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
nt
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
2o,(MHt miles of lie., waterway ut commerce.
xx'.ih evety 'uci-a- s
' in tiitprice of th' product, re;a!icd. The specific 1 use will not
injure
This Immense ai.-cloth.
Indies'
the
Rnnnetits
'overs an expanse of 1.
the miners red i. in an additional one per rent in
ttlso ( Itaiicd and walking skirts made
ttOli square mihti, xxitli a present population of iin.ium,-tMi'- l
KEEP OUT THE COLD WINDS.
xxa.u'. ii for ex. ry tixe-- c
in advance of he xvh legale Jir
to
WINDOW
FOR
Give me a trial.
HUDSON
SEE
soul. When we come to Compare this American of Oi.l UXe SI
I
u ion at titl. water.
O. BAMBINI.
CLASS.
Tho
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House Furnishers
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THAT DAWSON

.

GHRflSTffiiMS STOCKS

CREAM PUFFS
CHOOLATE ECLAIRS
PIES OF SEVERAL FLAVORS.
BREAD THE
KIND
RYE
YOU WILL LIKE
GRAHAM BREAD
KRACK KREAM BREAD
HALF DOZEN VARIETIES
OF ROLLS, ETC.
Wo wast your orders and assure you that if quality and
cleanliness is an object to you
after you have once used our
goods no others will satisfy you
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FLAVORS
LADY FINGERS
MACAROONS
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NUT CAKES
SPICE CAKES
OF
LAYER CAKES
KINDS
CHOCOLATE ECLAIRS

...
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Ready for
Thanksgiving?
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From now on we will be ablo
to fill nil orders for everything
in the bakery line. We will endeavor to have tnough cakes,
cookies, pies, bread, etc., on
hand to supply all our trade.
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Only

THANKSGIVING! I

Clothing, Furnishings

6
8 GREAT VAL'JE OF ALSKA
8
AS PART OF UNITED STATES jj
was even
' Alaska
fishery
In
wealth
its
statesmen
dreamut ; by our
hearsay at least, to the hardy ma-flcis was known, by coast,
as well as to the whalers
fic
Pac
f the
Mass., and other Atlantic ports,
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yURKEY DRESSING isn't half as important as dressing for the turkey and o
for the Festive Occasion, when that noble bird is the center of attraction. o
o Our business
is dressing Men and Boysfrom the Sack Suit for business to o
Clothes for formal Evening Dress. We have everything in Apparel that a man o
o could
ask for, and it's ready for you at a mi nine's notice; ready to put on and o
o wear without
o
any more delay than to find your fit and please your fancy.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o fE RHAPS YO Wife BOM EWHA T newnewGloves
Hat, maybe possibly, needinir a handsome Tie
o
a Dress Shirt or the Collar and
stock
o
SHY IN TOGGERY!
needn
o
in rnt it
.ia
o
anj thing in Clothes or Toggery, were at your service with the "best" at a modest price.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o SHOES
o
0
o
OGQOOO0OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOCCOO
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In speaking of the recent rapid advance in the price
of Bilver, which some were inclined to attribute to the
manipulation of the price by the American smelting &
Hefiaing company, the Wall Street Summary Bays tliul

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

No. 118 West Silver Avenue,
E. GALLOWAY, Manaaer.

i J.

Bottled ia Brnd.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers,

f HANKFOItT,

KY.

MELINI & EAKIfJ
Sole Agents.

Albuquerque,

N. M.

Autoioatlc Phuae, 199.

Famous Strike Breakers.
The iiio.-- t famous strike hrcakcrs in
the land are Ir. Kind's New Life
I'ilU Winn livr and hoxxoU po en
s'ii...'. they quickly settle the trouble,
and the purityins work noes right on.
l.est euro f"r constipation, hcadacho
and iliy.incas. J5c at all druggist.
NOVELTY WORKS
ALBUQUER&UE
is the place to get
BICYCLES FOR CHRISTMAS.
lex

Columbia. Itinill'i
'I'riiiuue ami t'les.ciit
Iticxcles.
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PRESBYTERIANS
TWEHTY-FIFT-

COMIIRAlE

WRITES

MBDVERSMV

H

HUH I

DRIVER

UNuANIAit
A

The Belen Round House
Hold Nineteen
Engines.
WHAT

NEW

lbuquerque.
In the fall of Ihat year the Home
Mission board of the Presbyterian
church sent the Rev. Mr. Fulton out
here to take charge of the new
church, but unfortunately on his way
lie stopped a day or two in Las Ve-

"

gas.
The rivalry between the two
towns at that time was very great.
Mr. Fulton was told that Albuquerque
was a very wild place; mat it was
not safe lor anyone to live there;
that it was a re.uiezvous of lue toughest cuaracters in the territory tuai
it was surrounded by h istile Indians,
who irequently made ranis Into tin;
city and killed the Inhabitants.
no
was fuitner informed mat the piace
was very unhealthy and thai it w;is
folly for hlm to tlilnU of settli:i
there. The reverend gentleman was
so frightened by these malignant reports that ho paused through AlbuTin;
querque and went to Socorro.
Hoard of Home Missions, however,
bad no idea of abandoning Albuquerque, for iu January, 1881, the Indian
school was opened in a .Mexican
house about a mile north of the old
town In the little plaza of Duranes.
This school finally developed into the
present government
Indian school
In February,
iind the Menaul school.
1881, a clergyman was seut from Den
ver to take charge of the church in
He looked over the
Albuquerque.
field, soemd well pleased, rented a
house and went back to Denver for
his family, but for some reason he
never returned. In August. 1881. the
Home Mission board sent Rev. J;imes
A. Menaul, who took charge of the
young church.
The organization as
effected by the Rev. Mr. Jackson in
1880 had lapsed, some of the memMr. Me
bers having left the city.
naul accordingly effected a new organization on the 27th of November,
18S1, with
the following members:
Mrs. A.

K.

Kaly. Mr.

.1.

A. Helti, Mrs.

Knapp. Miss W. T. Knapp. Mr.
and Mrs. .1. A. Morrison, I'rofessor
Shearer and Mrs. J. A. Menaul. The
Melhodiht congregation
very
offered the Presbyterians the
use. of their church while th..; Presbyterian church was being built, a:nl for
neat iy a year the Presbyterians availed themselves of tiiis very courteous
offer.
The first communion of tue
K. A.

com-teousl- y

lf

snowing the actual Increase they received would be well. The old ordinance reads: "The fire chief and the
fire committee of the city council select the four assistants, one of which
asBlRtant8 shall be designated as captain, 'and shall receive a compensa
tion of seventy dollars per month.
Lath of the other assistants shall receive for his services the sum of $50
pVr niontli for the first six months of
service; $35 per month for the second
six months of service; $00 per month
for the third six months of sen-Ice- ,
s
and slxtv-sldollars
and
:er month after eighteen months'
continuous service In said department;" while the new ordinance Increases the aliove as follows: "They
shall receive $53 per month for the
first six months of service; $G5 per
moctli for the second six months of
service, and $70 per month after one
year of continuous
service;"
thus
you can note that the Are department
receives a2 actual increase of $3,331-per'mo2th with the exception of the
chief, who receives au increase of
$10 per month and the captain an In
crease of $13 pi r month. And If tne
citizens of this city would take a
greater interest in the fire department and lamiliarize themselves with
this work they woud soon learn that
file two otllcials mentioned above are
worthy all they receive and more.
Of course, a new man entering the
department receives an increase of
$10 per month for the first year, but
what inducement is there for a man
to rentals after the first year. True
tiie position of lieutenant was created
at a salary of $75 per month, still,
after that is filled what is there left
nothing from presnt indications
one must remain In a rut at $70
per month if he remains on the department.
Do the citizens
of Albuquerque
think it Is I'osKible to maintain nn
efficient fire fighting force at that salary? If qa,. they ..we very much, mistaken. Should any one doubt this
statement let him ask Chief Hurt less
the difficulty lie ex'ilenced in securing some one to fill the place of
the man who w3s recently throwa off
the wagon while responding to nn
alarm end sustained a fractured collar bone. To. fill this man's place it
was necessary to nut a
inexperienced boy to work. A thing
that a city the ,l.e and prominence of
Albuquerque should be ashamed of.
Another thing, only a very small
proportion of Lie public realize the
-- umber of hours a man
puts in on
the lire department. Say 'he is allowed
three hours a day for meals and thr?e
days off per month, ajd I can assure
you he doesn't get more, his actual
time on duty is ,rii',7 hours per month;
now what Is his compensation
per
hour at 7o per month? A faction
over $0,123. Still ther:; are iiiiiny who
believe it is easy to sit about t.ie
house as they see him most of the
time. All I have to say to those people is. It t iheni try for awhile and
they will no don lit come to the conclusion that it is not as easy as it
up pears.
A 2d yet, how very few of the citizens of Albuquerque realize that
these same men at any minute of the
day or night are ready and willing to
sacrifice his life to save the lives and
property of any and very o2e. How-ferealize that It Is not every man
who will make n proficient fireman;
it takes a man who knows no fear
and who has ;- i- Iron constitution, for
nt weakling can stand
the smoke
which they must encounttr hi that
business, let alone arising from a
warm bud and goinsT out Into the chilling night nil, particularly when
the
thermometer Is down to the freezing
point or below, maybe, to get wd to
tne skin and remain mi for hours.
And he Invariably gets wet for there
is no garment made, aside from a
diver's suit, Hint will keep him dry.
One thing more, how many nali.e
how easily a firemau may rain, unavoidably $lo cr $11 worth of clothing; and tlul this may happen at
every fire he responds to. Who replaces tlMi.se ruined clothes, the city,
the people whose lives and property-hhas been fiLt in to stive no he
has to replace them oat of his inejger
alary.
Woud it not be well for those who
are no vigorously protesting the
ordinance to study these hints
and see if ineir opposition is jnstifl d.
Yours truly.
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lion of the Presbyterian church. Mr.
Menaul, In order to save money,
worked almost da'ly in the building
of the church from the laying of tne
foundation to painting the edifice.
The course which he pursued endeared him to the men of the town and
he was very popular with all classes.
The building was opened for ptiboC
worship on the 15th of October. 1882,
and nn 'March H, 1883, Mr. Menaul
announced that the church was entirely paid for, with the exception of
a debt amounting to $79. Mr. Menaul
remained tho pastor of the church
until 1889, when he was elected by
the synod of New Mexico as synodi-cnmissionary having charge of the
mission work of the church in New
During Mr.
.Mexico ami Arizona.
Menaul's pastorate the church was
prosperous and Increased largely in
He c:m
numbers and In influence.
ducted the first funeral services ever
belli in Kalrview cemetery, where his
own bodv now rests.
From lS'JO to 1H03 the Kev. T. ('.
Heat lie. now a resident of Pasadena,
Cal., 'wa
the pastor of the church.
During these years the church continued to grow, um.l the building
ertc.ted iu 1882 was entirely too small
f :r the needs of the congregation.
Since 1'Jt)M Rev. Hugh A. Coopei
!as been the pastor of the church.
During his ministry 140 new members have been added tothe church
ami the prisent haausome edifice has
The
been dedicated free oi debt.
new church cost upwards of $2n,ooo
and is a monument, of the zeal and
fidelity of the present pastor and the
The
faithfulness of his people.
thanks of tho congregation are also
citizens
due to manay liberal-mindeof Albuquerque, and also to friends
in the east outside of the membership
of I he church, who contributed a cm
The
siderable portion of its cost.
fine pipe organ was donated by Hon.
.bishuu S. Raynolds, the president, of
the First National bank of this city,
and its cost Is not included in the
above estimate. Inclusive of its par
soiiage and furnishings, the organization is now possessed of property n
the value of $05,000.
At the close of Mr. Bryan's address
the pastor, Rev. Hugh A. Cooper, referred more particularly to that portion of the church's history which
had been made during his own pastorate, of waieh this service niso
the third anniversary.
His recital of the varied duties of a
life was at once amusing aim
ins met i e and his review of the
work accomplished during bis pas
torau' was a revelation to many
with ministerial duties. The
picture accompanying this article is
of the .i iir.nal church upon which
worked
Mr. Hrysn s.is Rev.
with his own bands.
l
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FRED

SW1TZER

ANOTHER

BIG FIJiO

MAN
AMONG
NEWSPAPER
THOSE TO ENJOY WEALTH

A

nine mouths

al

y

HEAR

from

$1.00 to

$25,00 each.

A L BER T

FA BER
.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

OF MAGDALEN A MOUNTAIN TREASURE
BOX.

To All Our Old Customers
And the Public In General

j

:

WE ARE GLAD TO ANNOUNCE
THAT WE HAVE IN STOCK THE
BEST LINE OF JEWELRY, CUT
GLASS
AND
SILVERWARE WE
HAVE HAD SINCE WE WERE BURGLARIZED FOUR YEARS AGO, WE
HAVE MADE OUR JEWELRY DEPARTMENT OUT OF ROOM THAT
WAS OCCUPIED BY MERE RUB-BISWHEN WE LEASED OUR
PRESENT LOCATION, THEREFORE
OUR
RENT
IS
PRACTICALLY
NOTHING.
WE CAN AND WILL
SELL THESE LINES AT PRICES
THAT CANNOT BE MET BY OTHER
HOUSE8 AND WE ASK YOU TO
CALL AND INSPECT OUR STOCK;
WE WILL GLADLY LAY AWAY ANY
ARTICLE SELECTED UNTIL THE
CUSTOMER NEEDS IT.
YOURS FOR BUSINESS,

fl--

i

te

--

SAM

.t.in-uar-

If you wish to qualify for business
you should attend the

'

DAY OR

KEE

SALAZAR'S

BOOKKEEPING
ENGLISH
BUSINESS ARITHMETIC
CORRESPONDENCE

CASES

Monday, Nov. 26, 1906

CRAWFORD IMPOSES $30
FINE AGAINST MEN HALF

STETSON'S

APPEAL THEIR

.

COMMERCIAL

JUDGE

FOR WOMAN.

Frank F.acarolli, WHItum YVelgold
and Ciiarles llach were fined $.1o each
iu police court Saturday for committing an assault
upon
Patrolman
Snla73'- - on the evening of November K when he called at Wlcgold's
saloon, corner Atlantic avenue and
Second street and admonished a
crowd Inside to quit raising a disturbance. .Mrs. Fraearolli. was 'isscsscd
15, It being shown t'uit she t jok several punches i't the patrolman
and
tried to mutilate his face with her
finger nails. The case was appialed
to the district 'court. City Attorney
Hlcky appeared for the city and
Felix liacu was counsel for the accused. Argument of the case was
waiV' d because of the time censumed
In getiing the testimony of thirteen
witnesses before the court.

AND

Spanish

Write or call for full
Information.

of the Albuquerque Business College
Library Building:, Albuquerque, New Mexico

mhiiiwww.i.i

STOVES
STOVES
BASE BURNER

Original Big Doable Spectacular
Production of

Je

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN
Tne Barn urn of

I htm

all

Only in Use Two

Under the Management of

LEON W. WASHBURN

New and

More Grand Novelties Than Ever
Brass land and Orchestra

morning.

James Ernest, who was arrested
with John Lane iu connection with

AT LESS THAN WHOLESALE

the

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life anal
protects your tiome.

YOU

NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

j

You

The St. Elmo

$6

prc-stti'-

Bridge Hark. Porcelain
All Work Guaranteed
Inlays and Painless Extraction.

Cr LO FILLINGS $1.50 AND UP.

nn

i
Li

rt.

and second street
rnwiii ooldWhiting
Building
ttlVlili

al

l

I
:

i

-

11

mM

mm

J.

r.

PALMER

Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
Both Phone.
501 North First Street.

Finest Whiskies

V

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J

SAMRLC AND
CLUB ROOMS

I

31

7-- 3

1

T. Johnson)

outh Third

tret

New and
Furniture and House Furnishing Goods. Furniture Repairing and Upholstering a
Specialty. Mattresses Made Over. All Work
Second-Han- d

0

O000iw

CHARLES L. KEPPELER
(Successor to 'Joseph

s

mmij

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

J JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
2 0 West Railroad Avenue
Gold CNWflS

YOUR

o4o-ooooo-

R. R. AVE.

Un

makes

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.'

absolute; guarantee

bin

117 Gold Avenue

O'RIELLY & CO.
J. H. LEADING
DRUGGISTS

FOE?. CEHRESTMAiS

Set Teeth $8.

telephone

duties lighter,

UNREDEEMED DIAMONDS

will probably be iu a better
I'mtne of mind to return thanks unto
tiie 1,1(1, next Thursday, if you have
lie' rill discoveries
Little one of Palmer's turkeys for dinner.
in the
l.ouhi mine j: th,. Kelly district. So- The special sale is over, but the price
corro county, bears out the oft
of Thuuksgiviiig turkej st geese. (iucUs
theory that the Magilab-n,n,l chickens remains the lowest in
momiiains are a vertible treasure box. ' he Cil V.
The I.oul-.- Is located about one mil"
.. F. PALM Kit.

& CO.,

the cares leas,
and the worries fewer. ,

The

I

114

Ranges

Second-han- d

Convenience - Comfort - Security

9

H. YAN0W,

MonthsPerfect Condition

BORRADAILE

Gorgeous Scenery With Beautiful Electrical Effects
TWO FUNNY MARKS
Two Mischievous Topilet.
Genuine Southern Cake Walkers
Buck and Wing Dancers.
Male and Female Quartette
Grand Vision and Transformation Scene.
Watch for the Big Street
Parade at Noon.
Prices 50, 75 and $1. Seats on
sale at Matson's Saturday, November 24th.

POLICE COURT BRIEFS.
Will Robinson was apprehended by
police
the
for loitering around lac s
where he apparently had no business.
Judge Crawford gave- - Robinson ten
days for vagrancy in police court this

LAW

SPELLING
SHORTHAND
TYPEWRITING

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

ASSAILANTS

CO.

We offer thorough
courses In

CURIOS

y.

9

VANN JEWELRY

Chin:

YE!

;oiithwe:t of the famous Kelly mine
,".il North First .street.
hi.'htr u;i on the mountain. The
TUP SANTA FF FIRF DFPART
or,- - bodv onened up in it is a large
MENT WILL GIVE AN ANNUAL
oiuand is composed of hud cjriio-miteMUSIC LESSONS.
DANCE AT COLOMBO
ON
HALL
and silver, which run collectiveNOV. 28.
$.",o a ton.
l.iiween $10
J. II. WEDNESDAY EVENING.
Prof. N. Di.Muuro, Hie violinist, ly
Met 'in elieou, e I'.lor of t'e u.l.i., r;tl! TICKETS il. LADIES FREE. MUSIC
gives lessons on the violin and 111:11,
BE
FURNISHED BY THE
lolin. Guaranteed
to be th" bct Ad, nisei-- publishel in this city, is WILL
own,
a
pai
r in the property. If re PHILLIP ORCHESTRA.
deteacher in Albuquerque. Anyone
oris aie true, the mine Is equally as
siring lessons address g. nc--l at delivHOME MADE MINCE MEAT AT
as the Keily and llraphtic mines
ery, city.
of tiie K.ime district, which are among FRANK TROTTER'S.
We do it right. ROUGH DRY. Im- the best paying mims in 'Iu- terri- Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
perial Laundry Co.
'el y.
BREAD and take no other.
shoulders. The injuries whiU- painful
i1 v
are ::oi neei'-.-a- i
s riou- -

Comforters

chll-shoul- d

Driver of Kire Department.

IS KELLY DISTRICT

SCALQEDJS PROVING
I.i'tie Fed Swiler.

Blankets from $.50 to $20.

The maa has a wife and three
constructed that In case tiie company
war forty
at some future time choose to 'ren nt Canane i. TaV.-i.'(lihrge the house to the complete years old. The family has been wired
circle it can do so with littl Incon of his death.
venlenee. The turntable, of course,'
Is located on the inner circle.
The
prevailing cold weather Is retarding LUNA BELIEVES ROUGH
the cement work some and unless the'
temperature moderates conslde ibly,
WEATHER A BLESSING
the -- ow home will not be roil .Vr
engines before next summer. How- ever, the Insiders, Nelson & Floyd, HE BELIEVES STORIES OF SHEEP
are sanguine or better weather and
LOSSES' ARE GREATLY
the early completion of their contract,
EXAGGERATED.
The round house Is located on the
"There have been no sheep losses
east side of the ntaiu Ujic of the San- ta Fe and about a half mile outh of 'n central New Mexico so far as we
the depot now doing Service. The have learned," President Solomoa
new depot will bo located on the same Luna of tho New Mexico Biieep saniside of the tracks and between the tary board, declared Sunday night afold one and the round house. It will ter his arrival hero from his ranches
be two stories. The first story will In Valencia and Socorro counties.
Mr. Luna Is Inclined to discredit rebe 140 feet long and the second story
will be 120 feet long. The depot will ports that sheep growers have been
also be concrete and constructed very heavy losers during the blUzard.
"I am Inclined to thlsk the stories
much on the same style as the depot
building at Albuquerque, with small of heavy losses hflve been exagger
ated," he Raid. "It strikes me that
arcades forming a part of the
floor. The plans for the second story tlle storm will bo of great benefit to
of the depot provide for offices fot!,lle sheep growers because It Insures
the train dispatchers, a roadmufcrer ano,hr R,)(I J'finr tor the industry.
1 h
moisture will beheld In the
ard other division officials.
The machine shops to be construct, 'sround by the cold and it will be of
ed on the connection of the round great good la making spring grass. It
house will be erected just north of 18 VPr-- cold in the country west of
the round house. "The
c '.on
of Mcgdalena but no grent discomfort
tills building according to the pbns nas resulted and the sheep suffered
scarcely at all."
are 200x80 feet.
t
..
nans are .laid on
Rio PnercoL. F. STUCKEL HAS HIS STAR
Flelen cut off seven nillcout of He
len. The work is being pushed but TIN SHOP LOCATED WITH RAABE
115
117
NORTH
not as fast as the company', as well & MAUGER.
as the contractors desire, owing to FIRST STREET.
the scarcity of labor. Mea ars shipSee our Paiace Hard Coal Ilurner,
ped In almost every day. from the
e:st on contract labor transportation, Spet lmiin & Zen ring.
but few of them remain any longer
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE. WAL
than they have to. The qame trouble
Is being experienced on the eastern TON'S DRUG 8TORE.
division of the cut-ofaud the
chances are that through service will
lflf,,lai
not
oul nfiHuliil frim,
tr Tot.
Japanese, Indian and
Ico before the middle of next sum- Mexican.
mer at the earliest, though it has
hi en staled that trains would be running 1m t ween these point
bv
Albuquerque, N. N
Weather conditions are inter- 215 S. Sccend Sired,
fering with this work also.

L. K. HOWKI.L.

old. who was severely stabled Saturday morning by overturning a pitcher
of boiling water which stood on , a
table, is reported improved today. He
is the child of V. F. Swit.er
i!e.
The water was placed out of his
re.'.eh. his parents thought, but in
some manner he sm reeded in getting
to it ttUh the result that the i. e.
was overtimed over his head and

Vlctorlano Tastado, a nstive of Old
Mexico, who was caught
under n
work train la the south yards, which

--

i

LITTLE

WILL
FIND
ANYWHERE
ELSE IN THE CITY.

tie-la- y

taking advantage of this offer
the Town company withdrew these
lots and presented the church with
the two lots upon which the present
building stand.
Soon after Mr. Menaul arrived in
Albuquerque he began planning for a
church building. Ho worked steadily
on the building until its completion.
The building cost about $3,000, one-haof which was collected from tue
generously-inclinepeople of the
town, and the other half was furnished by the Board of Church Erec- In

Churc--h

.

i

e

-i

lion of the Rocky mountain regions.
He followed closely the lines of the
new railroads and no town was organized, with any promise of a future,
which was not visited soon by the in
defatlgable
missionary.
The city
of Albuquerque was scarcely born
before Mr. Jackson visited it. and on
April 20, 1880, in the house of V. F.
xCrane, who was for many years an attorney here In Albuquerque, he or
, ganlzofl the Presbyterian
church wk-- a
membership of five. Mr. Crane at
that time lived in the old town of A-

HAVING
BOUGHT
A
OUT
STOCK OF BLANKETS BEFORE THE
ADVANCE
IN
PRICES, WE ARE THEREABLE
FORE
TO OFFER BETTER VALUES, THAN YOU

n

'-

IresJ-iyleric-n-

NATIVE

To The Evening Citizen.
Iran over both his legs, died at the
St. Joseph's hospital Saturday aftcr-- i
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 26.
noon.
It struck me that It would be well Special Correspondence.
Helen. N. M.. Nov. 26. Tile new
The man had been working on tho
new church was held January 22, for the citizens of Albuquerque to be
1882, and on the 31st of March, 1S82, a little better Informed on the salar Santa Ke round house here Is rapidly big fill In the new yards aud alout
the organization of the church was ies of city employes particularly nearlng completion. The back wall noon put aside his tools and crawled
completed by the ordination of Prof. the fire department
uefore attend-in- ? and the end walls, made of concrete, under the cars to get his dinner pall,
J. S. Shearer and Mr. O. H. Rood as
the mass meeting called by the are sow up to within a few feet of While he was under th" trr.ri. whten
ruling elders. The New Mexico Town tiood Government league for tonight, the roof. It will hold nineteen en- - consisted of flat cars loaded with dirt,
company very liberally donated lots whose executive committee It strikes glnes when finished and forms one- - It started up unexpectedly and caught
to all the church organizations and me were appaieuily ashamed to per- third of a circle .. Under the present hlm npder the wheels, which passed
system of measurements used by the! over both legs.
to the Presbyterian church they gave mit the signatures to appear in
the two lots on the northwest corner
with the nouce published In Santa Fe In building round houses,! An operation at the hospital in the
fifty-ninof Gold avenue and Fourth street, the Morning Journal.
stalls make a complete clr- - .hope of savin his life availed noth-cl- e
where the government building will , Referring to the salaries of the fire
except for the txlt for engines to Ing. There was small hope of saving
be located, but on account of the
department, perhaps a few figures the open yards. The new house Is so his life, however,
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Blankets, Comforters
and Pillows

VICTORIANO TASTADO RUN OVER
BY WORK TRAIN SUCCUMBS
AT HOSPITAL.

Months Yet.

REVIEWED IN HANDSOME NEW EDIFICE

J5

DEPOT WILL

j

OF THE ORGANIZATION

-

OLD MEXICO

BE'
And Calls Attention to Some
Facts to Be Considered
New Mexico Eastern Will Not Be
by Citizens.
In Operation For Six

Service.

h

a Snnta Fe

DIES OF HIS INJURIES

dress at Yesterday Morning's

The First Presbyterian church
commemoratud Its twenty-tiltanniversary
with a Thanksgiving
nervico In the new church. A large
undlence was present and a special
musical urogram was rendered. The
principal feature of the service was
an historical address by 1L W.
one of tho earliest niemliers of
the organization, of which the following is a synopsis:
Kev. Sheldon Jackson was the representative of Presbyterlanlsm in thes
Kocky mountain region In the seven-lieHe
and early in tho eighties.
has since won national renown in organizing under the United States
government the educational system
of Alaska. He was a pushing, active,
energetic man, the personification In
religious lines of the spirit of the men
who commercially sought the subjuHe
gation of this western country.
was called the missionary bishop of
the Rockies, and front nis headquarters tn Denver, by rail and stage and
on horseback, he traversed every pot-

bUI-U- rr

PAGE FIVE.

the theft of a qunntlty of wine from
fretjat car. Is In njll. A
report that ho secured ball Is without
foundation. Lane secured bond la the
sum of Si no nnd was given his liberty. Krnest'g bond was fixtd at. $250
but he has been unRble to get. a
bondsman. Tlie case will be referred
to the gland Jury. Both waive,! preWill liminary hearing.

WEAHlERDEtrtYSWORK

CARD

R. W. D. Bryan Delivers Interesting Ad-

EARLY STRUGGLES

EVENING CITIZEN.

E5LLBUQUEKQUE

26, 1906.

jukmc

ALBUQUERQUE

PAQE SIX.

EVENING CITIZEN.

Mother and Daughter Two Years in
Madhouse, Though Sane, 'Tis Claimed
REMARKABLE CA8E OF MRS. AND
MISS CORBETT, WHO HAVE
JUST BEEN RELEASED FROM
THE GOVERNMENT INSANE ASYLUM A8 6ANE THEIR FRIENDS
INSIST THAT THEY WERE NEVER INSANE A CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATION OF
THE
LAX
FOR.

LUNACY

ill

f

LOOKED

LAWS

.(By Gilson Gardner.)
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Dnmask table
linen, 12 In.
wide, excellent
gTade,
Belter,

Mrs. and Miss Corbett were
asylum two
In the Insane
years and four months.
They and their friends claim
that they were not Insane
when committed nor while they
were In the asylum.
It Is positive that they are
are now, and were when dls- charged, sane.
No wrong motive can be dls- covered as actuating Dr. Ham- lln in the latter. H seems
to have believed himself absoi
lutely
ri)-'h-

Special Corrcsiiondence.
Congress
Washington. Noe.
26
Ik asked for sweeping reforms
In
in Che treatment, of the insane ia the
4i9trict of Columbia.
SI.. Kilisalieili's Hospital for tlte Insane is tinder fire. From this hospital
ncenlly have been released two refined womea who have been proven
sane, Mrs. Frank CorlioH and her
daughter Cornelia. Two years and
tour months they were Immured fit
this Institution i2dtr circumstances
Hint Indicate the lack of safeguards
aliout the liberties of American citizens.
The St. Elizabeth's oosp'lM affair
promises to become natio.ml in its
hape. Congress is responsible for
the asylum and the lunacy laws of
the district. St. Elizabeth's is naln-laineby the nu'i.inal government.
larse
It harbors 2,600 patients.
of thni ciiniinally insane.
Mrs. and Miss Corbett have loci
vidited and examlnM by s"j'pj of
people, since their del'veinnco from
the asylum and have beeu prc.uounc-- d
by them to be pe.'Kous oC unusual
Intelligence, reflncment and sanity.
of
Dr. Robert Rayburn, aa alienist
national reputation, who was one of
l"resldent Garfield's attending pays!-:lungives professional opinion that
both ladK-- are sane. So does Dr.
Charles M. Emmons and many

Wf W

at
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$1.00, now 58c
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$1.50
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money from tt'cir estate. Miss Cornelia became convinced that they
were not treated right by the executors. The women were troubled continually about the stories about Frank
Corbett, the deceased father. Ail
.
theso things, Dr. Hamlin believed,
delusions. He considered the
secluded life the ladles led to be unnatural and says he laid awake at
night wondering what they would not
do. He says he feared they would
MRS. F. CORBETT AND HER DAUGHTER, CORNELIA L. CORBETT.
commit suicide, and therefore he decided to act vigorously In the matmarshal's Jury." A bunch of 13 men $30 to Mr. Fenning for his legal work ter.
up
by the marshal and in fighting the effort to release them.
are rounded
Mrs. Corbett, Is tho widow of Frank
In October of this ypar the story
the case is present td to them. There
is no juile to preside, no record Is of Mrs. Corbett and her daughter was Corbett, once prominent In the tobackept of the testimony, no lawyer Is told for the first tim before n court co business, politics and the church.
provided for the licensed, there Is of record jury. They wore it oace The family consisted of him, his wife,
who was a daughter of Judge Thomas
no
in short, there (pronounced sane and given their
who came from Madison, Wis.,
safeguards
Is wanting the popular
Thiir release was brought Hood, was
a close friend of President
society, and
which even a common pleas court c bout by the Medlco-I.ega- l
Stanton, and
heurl-- g insures to the meun st crimiwhose attorney, R. P. Evans, had Lincoln and Secretary
Fannie and
nal. A number of neighbors and been interested In the Corbett's by three children Cornelia,
Brooke. About 11 years ago rulsfor-tu- e
Triends were present, desiring to be Mrs. Culberson and others.
overtook the family. There
heard but the Jury listened only to
Previous to the Biic?esa of the ef- -i
Corbett began to drink
evidence presented by the pastor of forts to rescue the women irrM the dissension.
neglect his work and Interest In
the accused women Dr. Hamlin. The asylum, District Judge Bernard had and
the Covenant Sunday school, and his
latter recommended that they be sent refused a habeas corpus application 'family
lived apart from him on nn
to the asylum. He said he believed after hearing the testimony of Dr,
allowance, inn fathers habits preythem Insane and feared they would (Hamlin end others.
ed upon Fannie's mind so that she
do themselves harm.
(o tha tvas finally placed in the state asyBefore their commitment
"
.
It required but a very short Mm? asylum the Corbett's were In financial lum at Staunton, Vs.
distress nnd used to write letters to
them- 'and daughter
Young Brooke attempted to make
Women who have intJ.-es'e- d
sentenced for life to
Hamlin to get help. It is said. a living for the family, but did not
selves In the women are Mrs. rcl jthe lunatic asylum, stigmatized under Dr.
called unon them prosper, although
Dubois,
pastor. Rev.
wife of the senator from a uan, wun no resronsiuuity neiore Mrs. Hamlin often provisions.
At the Hamlin, secured himthe
with clothing and
(laho, who not only believes them the law.
several positions.
was
he
Hamlin,
request
while
Dr.
of
sane now, but expresses the opinion
He became unbalanced also and was
over two years thereafter Mrs. abroad. Dr. Burritt spent some money sent
to the Staunton asylum. He was
that they were of perfectly sound r1 nFor
i ii 1
1. f fi
ttnrl hut. H n trht
f
r
the
hnc
Dr.
told
on
them.
Burritt
paroled for 60 days, but rather than
mind while In the asylum. Others
signed
affidavit
forbidding
kept
walls
tho
were
behind
she
writer
that
the
go back shot himself.
who are emphatic as to the sanity ot
the prison for the Insane, in spite reluctantly and under a misapprehenthe Corbett's is Mrs. John N. Culbert-son- , of
The father died In May, 1897, from
consequences
would
vigorous
in
of
what
friends
of
efforts
of
the
the
sion
wife of a Presbyterian minister,
an overdose of chloral. He left a
beDr.
says
In
had
Corbett's
the
meantime
behalf.
be.
She
the
(their
fresidcnt of the World's Interdenomi- Hamlin secured the appointment or come a charge upon tlie church and large part of the estate to his wife
national Union for the District of
as it was her belief that by tigning the and daughter Cornelia. The executk)IumJ)la; Mrs. Clinton Smith, presi- another member of his church
bow-evepersonal
the
trustee
of
the
of
"an investigation would be tors found it heavily Involved,
effects
dent of the W. C. T. IT. of this city; tyifortunate women, Frederick A. Fen- - document
and some months before the
the
of
"relatives
and
started"
Mrs. Sheldon, Its secretary and Mrs. tiinir
vhn ninkfiu n hllfilnnaa nf nellnff Corbett's would come to tho front and two women were put Intel the asylum
Kate Hayden, who has known, the
revenues from the estate ceased comas legal custodian of the personal ef- look afer them."
family for years.
The two lived in a
Dr. Hamlin's view or t.ie Corbett ing to them.
On Saturday morning, Jirae 8. 1904. fects of those who are committed to
with the remnant of the beauaffair is based upon his jefief that suburbthings
Mrs. and Miss Corbett were interrupt- St. Elizabeth's. There was an auction
with which they had surCor- they were Insane.
!!? sy? that he tiful
ed at their household duties and of the household goods of the $500,
incut it aberra- rounded .themselves In the days ot
bundled off to the asylum. First came bett's, which realized less than de- had noticed traoj.i of years
They wero evicted
ago. Cor-tal- n their prosperity.
tion In Mrs. Corbett
Drs. Gunleon and Watkins, examin- from which costs and feesputwere
to the
remarks whl?!i sha dvhV) Xo him from this house.
ing physicians cent by the district ducted until the amount
Cornelia earned a little with her
about a serm )n which be proai'fied,
saniUry officer. They asked ques-tn- a, credit of the women was about $330.
$20 he says, revealed to bliM her unsettled needle and brush, and with aid from
Charges
against
Include
fund
the
the trend of which puzzled the
a
two lone women. A police matron to a lawyer for drawing up the peti- state of mind. As tiaj- went it., he charitable people they were living
miswhen
pathetic,
foe noted the growth of hallucinsays,
their
Fenning'8
life
fee
retired
appointment,
a
tion
for
two
and
officers came later and took
to linn fortunes culminated with the committhem away In an ambulance. A vis- of $20 to two civil physicians for ations. Mrs. orbett talked
having
more ment to the asylum.
wrongs
of
against
in
a
testifying
them,
fee
not
and
about
during
itor
these proceedings was
Mrs, Dr. Alice Burritt, a family friend
and fellow parishioner of the Church
of the Covenant, Washington's most
fashionable and aristocratic Presbyterian church, the pastor of which
Dr. Tennis S. Hamlin, Is one of the
most influential of the board of vis...
itors of St. Elizabeth's asylum.
to by aged Mrs. Corbett and
her daughter, this lady reassured
them as much as possible.
What part Dr. Hamlin had In the
commitment of the Corbett family
to the asylum he has since explained to the deacons and trustees of
bis chnrch, wliom he summoned to
tear his Bide ot the case. His statement was supported by two physician
from the a.sylum. The commitment
was secured at his request. Dr. Alice
BurrILt signing the necessary affidavit
Dr. Hamlin's own signature is also
u the document.
After the removal from their home
Mrs. Corbett and her daughter
were
kept In the asylum two weeks before
they were takf n to the city hall where
St. Elizabeth Asylum for the Insane, located sear Washington, D. C. where Mr, and Miss Corbett were
was performed a ceremony peculiar to kept I lisoners. It is maintained
by tho federal government. It U one of th largest Institutions la the aoon-try- ,
local
government,
this
of "trial by a
hurboring nearly 3,000 patients.
--
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AT SPECIAL PRICES

Decided reduction In all imported and domestic celorcd and plain dress fabrics. Including Im
ported broadcloth, embroidered cloth, English ana
Soctc h suitings. 485 yards sultiugs, 42 Inches
wide, at 75c; regular value $1.00 yard.
A grand under-prlcsale of
black silks. This Is a splendid offering of the
finest black silks that money can buy for prices
that must Interest every woman who reads the

Mr

lfiO yards of "wear guaranteed" black taffeta,
Inches wide. At 90c, this would be considered
excellent value now 74c yard.
$1.25
Muck
184 yards,
very superior quality, at 99c yard.
$1.35 yard-widblack taffeta, exceptioaally
bright and heavy, 98c yard.
All furs for ladies and children. Neckpieces
without and with muffs at a reduction or 15 per
cent, from regular prices.
19
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CATHOLIC

CHILDREN

FOUR

HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-TWCHURCHMEN ADMITTED
At THREE ALBUQUERQUE
CHURCHES SUNDAY.

Itt Iter. J. B. I'iUval. D. D.. con- rmed ciasaes In three Catholic
churches of Albuquerque Sunday, it
w a tuy day for the auxiliary
bishop of Santa Fe, who arrived hero
rom the wvst Saturday evening and
lMut the night at the retreat of the
Jesuit fathers.
There were no less
than 472 confirmations in the classes
be admitted to membership In the
"ehurche, most of whom were children.
Tho dignitary wa welcomed hero
1y Kov. Kr. C. M. Capllupl, S. J., 01
the Old Albuquerque church. Ho began the day wilh mass at. the churcn
of 0aa frVHlpe at 7 o'clock and two
hours later administered the nacra-inen- t
children
of confirmation to 1
at thti chureii. High mass was sung
t.y Rev. Fr. C. M. Capllupl, S. J., and
the bishop delivered an eloquent ser
nion upou the work of the. Jesull
fuUiers, urging the pcopln to scud
their children to school and outlining
tho nmetity of a Catholic education.
Sunday afternoon at 3:3o o'clock
the bishop repeated tho confirmation
f.croiiiony at tho church of the Sacrert
Heart, whe-rltev. Kr. 1. Toma.slul
K. J., and a large congregation greetHere he administered the
ed bim.
bci anient to 246 children.
Tho confirmation cenuony l'gan ai
the Church of the Imniaculaie Conceu-ito- u
at 7:30 o'clock. The crowd
taxed ILe stating capacity of the edifice.

Patrick OTughlin,
lxuis Gilbert
Hesselden, Richard Joseph ltrennan
Richard Lehman.
Girls Georgia Anna Lutz, May
Iaura Pratt, Laurine Mary Asselin,
Julia May Keieher, Mary Alargarot
Schmidt, Lucile Tinswell, May Teresa
Beaven, Goldie May Spring, Ruth Simpler, Florence Carmel Dunn.
Gentlemen Reginald P. Hall.
Ladles Harriet Elisabeth Iwler.
George Powers Lula Haulaey.Camelia
hllzabetn Landon, Grace O'Brien.
Confirmed Gallup Children.
Sunday last over 160 children were
confirmed
at the Sacred Heart
church, says the Gnllup Republican.
Bishop Pltlval was here and three
masses were said, the third mass be
ing the high pontifical mass.
The
choir was trained for the occasion and
rendered beautiful iiiubIc
All the
morning the church was thronged,
not
being
seating room sufficient
there
to accommodate all who attonded thi
A
masscti.
numler of non-Ca- t holies
attended the services. Monday me
bishop and Father Jullliard left for a
trip cmhritring all tho near-bml
sioiis.
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SANTA

ROSA STAGE LOST

1LLI0N TONS OF

WHOLESALE DEALER

MOST ANYTHING

W

TOM'S CABIN"

Emily Taylor snd gentleman friend

Senator Foraker Is again being
There's anboomed for president.
other penalty we must all suffer for
living la a free country.
"After all, what's In a name?"
"Well, take Bilkins, for instance.
There's nothing In his. But everything's la his wife's.

INTERNATIONAL

Miss Gusta Miller, who has been
working in South Bend for some time,
returned to that place after a vacation
of six weeks. Goodby, Joha. Jasper
County (Ind.) Democrat.
Amanda Lane said Jim Teague was
sure a pretty boy.
Mynet Cordell has got a bad case
of love on his mind. Sequachee'
(Tesn) News.

Sunsoii K 'Unii Tom's Cabin" compauy, with two Topsies, two Marks
anil ewrytbing
without oe- st roving tiie venerable earmarks of
this wonderfully attractive dramati
ration of Harriet Beocher tJiowe's
great work, will be presented tonlglit
at the Elks' opera house. Grand
fathers who saw this play ywirs ago
will Ih among the auditors in company
with their grandchildren,
and
there will bo uo difference lu the
hcaitiiH-sof their applause, than in
years gone by. Tho same old procession. Topsies, Marks, Uncle Turn,
Little Eva. will be there, but it Is a
pniccs.sioii that will march right into
Its tramp of half a
the t
ci ntury.
The Stetson company, its
,
bcem-ryspecialties and accessories,
wilt lie found to bo the best ami the
larg' M numerically in America.

Cbil'.icottie

(O.)

.

1--

EXPOSITION

1906

8,

sale Dec. I to 4 inclusive. Return limit
Dec. 10, 1906. Don't fail to attend this
exhibition of Live Stock.
T. E. Purdy, Agent

he felt like a

fish out of water."

Love Stories Not by the Duchess.
Miss Hattlo Baldou of South Pitts-

burg, and best fellow were out buggy
riding on our pike Susday. Sequa-che(Tenn.) Times.

e

f

"Hawkins said you tried to liorrow
from him last night."
"No such thing. I asked him if he
had ?10. I was going to try to borrow

$10

5."

"I wonder where Flggers is.
haven't seen him for four or live
days.
"He's been stickings pretty close to
his home since election day."
"Douig what?"
"Comparing the election returns
with tie straw votes."
by

STOCK

For the above occasion we will . sell
tickets to Chicago and return at rate of
$4325 for the round trip. Tickets on

"Now that Celder has been frozen
out of the trust I wonder how ho

"What do they mean

LIVE

Chicago, III., Dec.

ooocoaxosofooocoo
The xSimpIe Life
Jib Is hesf undcnslood
By Vbmeft vho avoidi
l)jrl m?,iKA

the holi

f "herWittf

IROH ORE IN SIGHT

sm-ikln-

I

GAS

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORN Elf 4th A NO GOLD

000000K

rs

,

.

AT OPERA HOUSE TONIGHT

In steak to outfit tbe
ber complete

most fatlldloas

Have been appointed exclusive agent In the 8outhwest for Joe. 8.
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and 8L Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowatone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Loul Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and atner standard brand of whiskle too numerous to mention.
WE ARE N0T COMPOUNDERS.
.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best 'vineries.
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect oar
Stock and Prices, or writ tor Illustrated Catalogue and rrlca UsL
issued to dealers only.

of Medina spend Sunday In town.
Chardon (O.) Record.

"He said yesterday

& GIOMI.

IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
keep everything

Yale Is to have a chair of lumbering
One of those mission furniture things,
no doubt.

fels."

Treasurer.

Successors to

MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI

day trade, paw?"
"The- - holiday trade, WUIie," replied
his father, "la one made by a woman
who receives a winter cuat from her
RIVER
LOSES WAY THROUGH MAMMOTW STRTKE MADE BV THE husband and who exchanges it for the
openwork stockings and a few yards
SNOWDRIFTS AND PASSENGER
COLORWO FUEL AND IRON
LETCH IR ALMOST FROZEN
of lace that she had set her heart on
COMPANY.
TO- - DEATH.
having.!
A.
What Is expected to result lu. one
V
Word has been received In I.as of the richrtst strikes In years was
VBgas of tho misfortune that befell niade by the Colorado Fuel 4i Iron nutrkorl! Thu mart In tin. nim... r9
apartment, "is one of
William Lotcher, who huuoened to company
(trant county, this the
railroaders
who
ta a passenger oil thw Saula Kosa leritory. afFierro,
tile Iron mine at Fferro those
la
stage which left that town last Mon- approxlmaiely I,0o0,hk tons of Iroa began as a urakeiuaa. He claims to
day.
Accordiug to tho report Mr. touve bi'en discovered and tho engi-nire- have walked over eviry foot of the
Ltcher had both of his fwet frozen
oa irf works, believe that much line."
K
"I tnm't Miimn hlni
.lanl.i.,,.1
and Is in a serious ctuiUiou at Santa more or the ore will
be found on mnn who
Tr!l.-iniHfu flct 11,,
Rosa.
runner working the present veirr. Ac1
it 8eematHat Mr. Letcher resigned cording to Attorney
weren't In a
Cuss Horringtoa, on that' road. "If
?
bis position with John. A. Iipen, the the company
urn uver ii, too.
uuiiy iu ittiuei
working
has
the
ben
La Vegas griHH'r, In order to accept iron
for ten years, tunneling
Wm.. B.
one with the Santa Rosa Mercantile highermis
up In the mountain. On driving $25G,3,7; Hearst's campaign cost him
company Hnd took the sUko lust Mon
Aad that's a whole lot of
ttinsvlv lower down on the uiwiii-j- i i
day for that place. .Hose Moatoya was several
ai mi inn, to no eiecieu.
hill, a vertlable mountain of iron was
1.,
KtJinilurd
Th.
....
- ' ' Oil
tho drlvee of the statte. and was well found.
v., iuuii.itv ao
I .p
f 4A.
(lOU.OtKt poorer than it was a few weeks
acquainted with the road, but th- According to tho officials of the ago. as me
heavy siutw storm f last Sunday had
standard has not askea
erased all traces of the road, as foiie-tee- company, tite strike, if it paint out as for subscription, possibly Mrs. Russell
w rir du away with any
expected,
It out.
will
ha
help
Saee
inches of it lud fallen and
of an Irrm famine, sneh as
formed into drifts from lour to s4x
"Have yon neaid the- worst?"
feet dtti. thus metiBUatlng maklag afl'llcleil the company last winter,
"N, but I expect tc har it this
Viniuu
. 'pnf"ir
u'liim iluiifit
. .
a rountiftboiit tour,, which resulted Id when It was compelled to purchase
eAuuw
l.tllt.-nviisent her hill
ore fisr Its plants from the Lake The milliner
the stiuje team going astray, togeiiHT iron
today."
I
Supi-rior- .
Wisconsin and Michigan diswith thrt passenger.
Nothing to Do After That.
Tho place where the stage driver tricts aud haul It to Colorado. The
The boys of Itocky Springs hud a
lost hin way Is sulil to be one of me ear linns of the company wire cut
worst In the western country, as- it Is down considerably and consequent bait game last Saturday evtnltig that
nothing but a bu-reprairie, without disapproviil of the measure followed. ended by Zach Kusscll running over
Now there Is littln or no Hnvielv nf Cupr. Lou Willis and knocking fimr of
visililiff habitation for some thlry-Bvor t'urty inlb's. snd Is In the vlci.nty a similar
out. Sauedville (Tenn.)
his tettli
reiice tins year,
of Valte de GuilaluiM'.
to the officials, as all the iron rniifs.
V'p to a late hour
Saturday the that c;m he used by the Ilium nse hteel
ft looks as though the Pullman portSiimu Rosa stage, which also carries plants of the Colorado Fuel & Iron ers had been turning over tho tips to
niail and was. due In that town last company an be mined at Fierro, this the company.
Ttoesday, hail not arrived, uai Jose G. territory.
Nels Miles has been making a great
Alarcmi, one of the proprietors of the
Tbe ore of the Fierro mine is of lilt In London. Nels In not, however,
stago line, gave out the information what 1, Known as the "Btssenier"
in vaudeville.
Hen making it wlt'n
Saturday morning that tntnel between eh .i.ii t,. r. H U pure quality and high his figure and clothes.
be
would
Santa Kosa and Casau
(grade nini contain little sulpllur or
aiaii(i;)iied Indefinitely awaiting the (Oilier deleterious
Andy Saw Them?
substances.
The
I think if l hey had named this place
storms,
threatening
'abatement of the
impure ore is used lu the open heitith
Polecat town it would have suited betas the wagon road Is entirely lost to ttmutcis.
the Fierro ore is ter,
sight aad wn'ch would be niero sul biiiiie.l in while
fur 1 never saw the like of pole
the
Bessemer
furnaces at
ill til V life
fll.ciiLi.u rnrn fttHin.
ciile fcr man to trawl over.
the
Pueblo
Bessemer
oh.t.i
deal
nf deuce, Seiiuachee (Tenn.) News.
Mr. I etcher has a family lu I.as
he i iimp niy.
Vegas, and oly l sr week twi of his
"lim were talking In your steep
A srarciiy or this class or
iron ore last nipht, Mr. Sinitliers."
Looping
children were down w ith
would
neresKarily
a
shutting
iiu an
'I wab? Why didn't you waken me,
coiih. and are very little Letter ' down i f
immeie plant ami biin-- d Mr. Slubbers'.'"
the pri s, hi writing, which makes the
,,f
would
men
be
thrown out
"I wanted to hear what you bad to
mlfor' ut.es and suffering ul the man ol Weil,. This is what was
threaten- say."
ail the more harrow in.;.
ed last winter by the temporary iron
"Thnt gives mo n idea. Hereafter
John l. llo keit Her if you luini'i,.
"I'e'rn.l
when 1 wish to s;iy anything with
,
(
A.
Nihil
lh,.
are
I.',.!
:nlii
O'mr
liiimt.
of
I m
but
cmim Ills uieiboi's
ill!
iiii interruption I ! wait
Ii...
l ft: ned."
'tupaiiy are producing well, and uMeep."

ii

Chaa. Mellnl, Soenwary

O. Bachechl,

Consolidated Liquor Company

oo

1

Faywood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

Hot

RELIEVE8 PAi:.'.
UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.

pos-slhll- it

'ICIE

t

l'ys

J. D. Eakln, President.
O. Oloml, Vice President

n

Ileforo confirming the class the
liitihop gave thitu a brief examination
in their catechism, which was highly
katisfaetoiy.
The biiliop followed the procession
of well diillei sanctuary boys, who
were led by ltev. Kr. C. M. Capllupl.
H. J., urnl Il v. Kr. A. M. Maiidalarl.
K. J., bj the altar, win re he addressed
and the coufirmu-- t
tlio
ion followed.
The inui c was very
bad
Mrs. T. J. '.Shinick, dioi:
Cheerfully Corrected.
lr!pareil spm iul nuiiiliers fur the oc
1 he News desires to make a cor
raaion, ui.il ih i heir sang l1 'e'.iiiKly.
nl the n ftion. It was not Saturday nig'iit
Tho coi.tiiinalioii clii..
mil that lie Infirmary director was
.'liurch of the liumacitlate C'iii:-i11
wa toother ulght.
iricliideii:
.

even some of those which have been
shut down for some time are either
being worked at a profit by the company or under lease. The Colorado
Fuel & Iron company regard tno iron
outlook In Colorado brighter than It
has been for years.

1 (M-- n

1

BISHOP CONFIRMS

Unusual values in Porteries, Curtains and Couch Covers, latest importation, all
colors and designs, extensive assortment. Prices range from $1.50 to $10.00.
Particularly desirabls for holiday gifts.

oo-ert-

n

EASY TO REACH.
BUILDS

CURES

DNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.

Springs

I

CURES DROPSY.

e

g

j

j

j

ACCOMMODATIONS

FAYWOOD,

j

j

v.i-h-

6a Santa Fa Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

00fl

New Mexico

0KOK00

j

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

R. R. HALL, Rreprlstar
Iron and Bran C4tlDt; Or. Coal and Lambor Cara;
Pulleys, Qrada Dari, Babbit Metal; Columti aad Iroa
Dulldtcs-

FIRST

CLASS.

SkafUai.

rraU

HM

-

Rcpmlr

oh Mining

mmd

Mill Mmohlnory

foundry east ilda et rallro4 track.

00000C

Oe00

Bplolalty
iakagaaraa.
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Hot Times
Are Coming
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STATEHOOD
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PRICE

REPORTS

CITIZEN.

CONTEST

Vehicles
...AND-

FOR SEAT IN
w

If you buy your heater
of us. We handle the

0

RESO U

celebrated
line of stoves and ranges. Prices and terms
ot
to suit all.

Harness

THE HOUSE

BRIDGE-BEAC-

3

at Reduced
Inspector's Report to Board To This Paper and Says
of Losses During the
Present Month.

J. D. EMMONS
J?superiorM

CmI

....

ni Unni

Every--

1

body Delighted Over Pros- pects of Admission.

ruiit itt) n

THE FURNITURE MAN

Contr

i

ti is

W. C.
The report of Secretary
Itarnes, of the territorial cattle saniTo The Evening Cltl7.cn.
Com- tary board, shows the following Inter- e
l
At the
esting facts:
merclal congress held at Kansas
the follow- City November
The total Inspections for October
to
Ing resolution with reRa.--j
were as follows: Cattle. 29,357, as
against 10,092 for September; horses. it statehood for New Mexico was
unanimously adopted.
3.1 !!, as against 1,812 for the previ
ous month, and hides, 4.383, as against
"Resolved, That the ftintla- 2.H91 for September.
mental principle of American reNew brand applications for Oel.iber s' publicanlsni Is that of self gov- ernment and no body of Amor I
were 182, against 164 for September.!
can citizens should he deprived
The total expense for October was
$2,201.40, agflinsi $2,071.84 for Sepof that right when Its exercise Is
tember.
Kssible. The people of New V
The heaviest shipments of cattle foi $ Mexico should no longer bo do- prlved of self government. Thai
OctoU-wore: l.us Vegas, li,53G head;
Endee, 4,798 Portnles, 4.634; Denting, t territory should be admitted as a
3.3S1
3,137;
state whenever It adopts a suit- Tucumcarl,
Roswell,
2,307; Socorro 2,257, and Clayton,
able constitution ?nd applies for
1.827.
such admission."
In hides, the inspections and shipEverybody here delighted at
ments were: tag Vegas, 1,079; Gal
lup,, 912; Santa Rita. 449; Roswell,
the good prospect of New Mex- - It
370; Socorro, 317; Alamagordo, 294.
passed
f Ico's admission. Above
In horses, Inspections and ship
unanimously with full knowledge
Socorro, "f of situation. The result of recent it'
ments were as follows:
426;
1,231; Roswell, 590;
election clears the track for it
Kinconada. 1S9 Tucumcarl, Id; Las g carly admission If our consll- Vegas. 127; Alamagordo, 98; He!n- - 4 tutlonal coaventlon In January
ro- 9L
constltu- - ''
adopts a satisfactory
The cattle shipments for the month g t.n '
f
would have leen fully twice us large 4
PRINCE.
had the railroads been able to fur- Kansas City Nov 23
nish cars. The horse shipments '"f
1 a x
the month were the largest In the his-- ;
tory of the board.
Wow-WoThe ranger force, assisted by two
(
iabX.l. vel- nsptvtors
of the cattle "an.tary
oonl.ni7,,P . mail Ions
lgh
null i
nherlesTcaives
,.f SSS.

BOTI PHONES

Trans-Mlsslaslpp-

20-2-

received while In the service of the
company. He alleged that while
to make a coupling he sustained Injuries resulting In tbv loss
of his arm.
The Santa Fe California limited
(No. 3) Is carrying heavier malls than:
ever between Kansas City and 1as,
Angeles, and Is showing a fine record
for "on time" arrival In lxs Angeles.
The postofflce department Is arranging with the company to Increase the
distributing facilities on the train
from this city west.
Mrs. Thomas Walsh, visiting at No.
714 West Coal avenue, gave birth to a
last, and the
Santa Fe Has Coal Cars Side- baby girl night before
news has been telegraphed to Mr.
Walsh", who Is at work In the Topoka
tracked and the People
railway shops.
Shivering.
Geo. H. Nelson, Inspector on me
western lines of the Santa Fe of respent yesterday in the
With the coming oi the first cold frigerator cars,
mornsnap local dealers report a shortage city and left for the north this
ing.
of coal. The cuuHe of the snortage Is
the Inability of the Santa Fe road to
12.12,
pulling deadhead
Engine
handle the coal cars and all Its other equipment, hit the hind end of an
hoary traffic beside. Regarding the
34 at Cosnino and deniol
congestion In southern California the ished the caboose and a freight car.
San Bernardino Index siib:
The situation promises to bring
Engineer O. Young's mother and
about a coal famine throughout soutn-er- father and sister and Mr. Young's
California, unless tne Salt laKe three children arrived at Wlnslow
route, jumps Into the breach and re- Thursday from the east on a visit.
-- .... J
nns in I4ini n rrr a
'i -t,
t U.
f.....l I., tuiuuauoitn HIr ' ii "i"ii Republican.
lieves the situation.
Ixx?al dealers
Its editorial
of them. The calves were later sold
state that It Is impossible to obtain
page was a bundle of false- by the direction of the secretary, as editorial
coal by way of the Santa Fe, but that WHILE EATING BREAKFAST
hooliery from Alpha to Omega, awl
the board was not able to hold them Its
the Salt Jjiko route will have several
prevarications were
except at great expense.
The parties
carloads of the black diamonds in the
A CORPSE under arrest will be tried at the next so flagrant and bold that the white
FALLS
city within the next few days.
paper on which they were printed
term of court.
In Los Angeles, where
a lanse
blushed for shame. Wise (Va.) News.
Inspectors Report Losses.
amount of coal Is used, conditions are
Walter W'tllman declares he has
Many of the steam heat-- ! SUDDEN DEATH OF ROBERT MILthreatening.
Tho storm of Saturday and Sunday. high hopes of discovering the pole.
ed apartments and office buildings
meom
i
LER, A RANCHMAN ON THE
anu
As,
e)ipOPt8 to discover it in an
is. ami
ii
suffer from lack of fuel, and strenu
more airship, nalurallv his hopes are
MIMBRES.
last week, has done a great
high,
, jus,j(.0 to Tom pirtlt( tllo fok
otm efforts ore Ixdng made to obtain
damage to live stock in New Mexico
rea supply.
and
first,
was
at
estimated
than
wh() are caliinK hm n ciulmp should
was telPinoei to ioniThei news
. a- .
.u..,
i
i ..
!.,). ports are now coming in to the cat- - t8kp
it..i
consideration the fact that
mat
i in i
age. General Superintendent 1. I.. Hib nix ih.nl i
Las
headquarters
at
board
tie
,gasilis
BOcond wife was a widow,
Mtler" had been stricken by death
heavy
bard, of the
Fe, aul:
of
territory
over
all
the
from
..Xn,s ,ay 1)0 goft roa, .. r,mHrliC,i
while Kittles at the breakfast table
Prosperity the Cause.
jti1(
losses.
lnlln as ne watched the driver
on
Mimlres
.river
his
home
at
the
"Reports for October return the
inspector v.. a. i nouipson, i
It into the basement, "but
Head-Hi'h- t.
and
liiggeHt. car mileage on the coast di- in this county, says the Deming
board, throw
territorial cattle sanitary
he was thinking of the price. It's
re
that
Cruees
the
vision in the history of the Santa Fe.
Las
from
writes
The sews of the rfeath of Mr. Mil- cent storm was the worst on stock mighty hard to get."
The increase In business Is simply
discourag"We were pretty
ustoBlabing.
We are swamped in ler. "Uncle Nob,' as he was famllliarly that has been experienced in that Ior. ed." Bald the old seamuch
caplaia. "We
known to all, was a great surprise to tlon for twenty-threyears, and that had
fact, the whole country Is swanipod
been floating on the raft two days
in a mire of prosperity. If the public Ills many friends in Deming. While the loss is tiound to bo considerable. without
a drop of fresh- water. The
years of age, he was Ho says that over 300 goats are dead
is reeling, we are roasted without over seventy-fivsun
down upon us cruedly and we
just cause. The iSanta Fe is doing all such a hale, hearty and sprigtly old between
Cruees and Rerlno .eight- werebeat
thinking seriously of killing oura een miles away, nnd that In the mounwithin human power to relieve con- gentleman that he bid fair
to escap the torture and agony
All thin selves
gested traffic.
Conditions can ouly full century, or even longer, and It tains It is almost as bad.
we knew we must suffer.
One of
procommon
was
as
cause,
he
felt
that
his
boast
even
tt.
in
primary
greatly,
be traced back to
cattle suffered
the men saw a little cloud in the
young and well as 'he had felt twenty-f.vwhich is prosperity.
tected pastures, and tne most of it is northwest ard encouraged
lis by sayyears ago.
"Every Industry in the United
down.
ing It looked like rain. An hour later
Tucumcarl,
years
thirty
pressure.
For
more
McQuaid,
"Uncle
f
than
Inspectors
feels
Stat
this
"The Santa Fe coast division has B n" had resided on the Mlmbrea, nnd Iiyton. of Aiatnagordo. report the rain fell In sheets.
of
far more equipment than it had at where he had raised a large family that the storm has done great damage ny'But -uwe had no pall ...or vessed euc
eaten
thin time last year and yet the busi- of children, all cow married and liv- to stock and that the losses cannot water and it uie. run though
looked as
The storm was;
now be estimated.
ness Is pressing ua harder than we ing In Luna county Bad In Arizoua.
all over the territory, accord- - l'U'nce was playing a cruel joke on
were forced a year ago. Perhaps that
He knew, and always had a pleasant
""' m om suipuiuies
will express some Idea of the increase word for every old resident la IH'mlng Ing to the reports of Inspectors, show
was from Boston,
in traltic to California.
It is simpiy and of Silver City, and all ,v-i
at Ing from three inches of snow in the.
was
Vhai
fortunate about that
a landslide. As far as coal is con. all times plensed to see his cheerful south to a foot or more all over northWhy. he had glasses l.d caught
ccraed I have Issued an order tuat l:tce when 'i came to town.
em Ne-- Mexico.
a drink for all hands."
erery car of coal on the line be . He always took an active part in
Denver. Colo.. Nov. 20. 19Ufi. Seal- - ' AMERICAN HORSES FOR
rushed westward with the greatest local politics u- -t was positive and
re- proposals in triplicate will
jKissible speed, and the coal famine assertive in his political opinions
THE ENGLISH TURF
here until It o clock a. m. !e- will be relict ed within a very few when he Indie veil himself right.
A
London, Nov. 24. Two race 'nurses
days.
wM
democrat, ne would Hty
properly of Mr. John R. Keene
.. .,
p...
"We have already received twenty his party convictions so long as he
a,.p ,.ntered Peter Pan for the derby
new locomotives for this division, and in- i vt(t the parly right, unless at
and Court Dress for thn Oaks n'xt
',..:
cightecu more are to be delivered to tim..
gate. N. M.. military reservation, ap- - season.
i
vo.,1 ...
Doth horses have other valuOX.LiS.uOO
at
proximately
us next mouth, and still we won't
estimated
Ki,i
...tw.r
ihn
Me.
in England.
able
re
More
to
be
have euough motive power.
fee
timber
The
t.
board
'Uncle- Hob' may have had some
Keene has already won the oaks with
r
in-than 10t) new engines have Ix'en de- emmies.
.
liune-nioveu
sin'siam
hoi .
Who
not? Hut Ul
,
Cap and Hells and his horse, Uis-- !
1...
i.O- - o.o.-livered to lie. Santa Ke for the tl preferred to be ahas
'
I ions
ii) Ihn
gOVl rning sininai
liend to everyone department
guise captured the Jockey Club stakes
within
visions east of AJIiuquerque
agriculture.
eif
everyone his friend.
to
blank value d at $.10.immi. He is now anxious
the !at twelve months, and more andI'eac:- have
and
Information
Complete
add the derby to his record of
than 3.000 cars. Wo can't get equip- IriemL lo the ashes eif our long time ibids will be furnished on application to
Ilel- English victories.
With
Mr.
ment any faster than we have been
!to the undersigned or to nuartermas- - monis contingent eighteen yearlings
fighting for it, and yet all lines of
Iter. Fort Wingate United Slates re at Newinarnet America will be well
Made Happy For Life.
equipment on the railroads are short .
nappiness tamo into me noin servos the rignt to accept or reject represented on the English turf next
and will continue to lie If this era of of ureai
a,,..
uil tiiriK nr nnv nart iheievif.
S. C. Blair, school superintendent,
its
ou
growing
m
keeps
prosperity
at St. Albans, w. Va., when his little Envelopes containing bids to be mark- rate.
present
u
daughter was restored
from the ed "l'roposais tor i miner
CALIFORNIA HEAD
LETTUCE,
Cars Sidetracked.
dreadful complaint he names. He says: wingaie,
;; GREEN CHILI, CAULIFLOWER, TO
up
coal
fifty
cars
tied
of
"We have
,
"My little daughter had St. Vitus' auaressoii, liii. v . n. n.
M ATOES,
BELL
PEPPERS,
EGG
between Ijos Angeles and the mines dance, which yielded to no treatment
.PLANT. AT THE MONARCH GRO- at Gallup, N. M. Some of these cars but grew steadily worse until g a last 4
jCERY COMPANY.
have been on the road since October
we erica ciecinc rimers; anu I
Cnt this out and take it to any drug24, and they are sidetracked at Dar-sto- rejoice
say
a free sample of Chamget
a
to
bottles
store
Ask for JAFFA S KRACK KREAf'
tffected
and
three
Needles. Selignian, Williams and complete cure." Quick, sure cure lor berlain'a Stomach and Liver Tablets. BREAD
and take no other.
could
We
line.
along
the
points
other
nervous complaints, general debility, For biliousness and constipation they
haul coal across In wagons in less female
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
impoverished are unequaled. They Improve tne apweaknesses,
time than we can get It on the
blood and malaria. Guaranteed by all petite, strengthen ihe digestion and to be washed over. Imperial Laun
and yet the Santa Fe is doing druggists.
dry Co.
regulate the liver and bowels.
Price 5dc.
all that it possibly can to relieve the
situation here. There are at least 3'W)
cars of coal blockaded between here
and the mines, twelve great trains,
and when one considers all the traffic
in imrishabln goods, merchandise, oil
and other commodities, a vague con
centum of tho struggles of the railH
road may bu had."
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rail-road-

Col. H. H. Hetts, assessor of Grant
county, who was In Santa Fe Saturday front Silver City, In answer to a
query stated: "1 have not yet made
up my mlad whether I shall or shall
not Initiate a contest for the office
of representative from the Fifteenth
house district against Dr. M. J. Mornn
who on the face of the returns has
a majority of 97. Should t do so one
of the reasoas for bringing this contest will be the fact that on the official ballot prepared by the county
clerk ef Luna county for the electlon
on November 0th last my name was
placed
under the wrong heading,
Eamely. tinder the heading of "from
the Seventeer',1)
district,' when It
should hnve appeared under the heading Fifteenth district.' This naturally
lost me votes. I ain informed that on
a number of ballots the same of M.
J. Moran, my opponent, was placed
over my name under tho heading
'Seventeenth district.'
These were
counted by the judges of elect loa In
several precincts for Or. Moran, a
proceeding which I am Informed by
lawyers was Illegal and should not
hare been made. I make no charge
otherwise and If there has beca any
fraudulent voting In Grant or Luna
county, I am free to admit that I do
not know eif It. I personally believe
that there were Seine such. My own
county, althonugh strongly
democratic gave me a majority of 101
votes; my own town. Silver City,
gave me 217, although normally democratic. This has not given mo the
swelled head, hut I must admit that
It Is very gratifying.
"You ask cpnceralng
the recent
storm. Ijist Sunday and Monday wo
had a very severe blizzard and snow
Bttirni In our section, the most severe
that I have experienced during my
residence In Silver Cltv for twenty
years. The snow was a foot deep and
the wind was very high. It. was also
very ceild for Silver City, which as
very equable
ou well know has
and mild climate. The weather has
not been good all the week, but yes
terday, when I left It was moderating
and a ttlcgraphlc dispatch Informed
me that today Is right nice. '

Prices.

t

From the Fifteenth District.
This Question Under Con- sldcratlon by H. H. Betts.

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET Ul
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Cornir rirst Strut and TUrm Avenum

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAHROAO AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

NUE

j j j j

VISIT212OUR
NEW STORE
NORTH SECOND BTREMT
WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF
oBium

,

.

ALBUQUKRQUK.

THE

--

CO.,

Meat Market

LUNGS

and Salt Mata,
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third
All Kinds of Fresh

Ikxi Discovery
rONSUMPTION

&

THIRD STREET

Dr. King's

WITH

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

MKW MEXICO

KILL the COUCH
CURE

c

Sli-ip-

w

Train No. 2 on the Santa IV arrived
h re at noon Saturday over four h mrs
!aie. The
of the delayed arrival was snow. The train crew and
passeng'-rdeclared they si ruck fifteen inches of snow on the San Bernardino mountains and a heavy fall
from
covers desert and mountains
thence to the Colorado river.
station
Kingman "inl Grant
deep.
The heaviest
the snow is
snowfall wiihiu the memory of the
oldest inhabitant is reported all over
Snow plows
ihat part of Alizona.
were used on train No. 4 just ahea of
No. 2. in older to get ov r the moun
tains, and the progress of both. tniy,s,i
j
was delayed.
n

'

v,-r- y

1

$12 TV'j
In IN-

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
X
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

veil. bled!

was
Vcrilict lor
Friday evening
case of P. G
This)
Allen vs. the Southern Pacific.
iumo hail been on trial all last week at
101
Pa.Mi.
Alleu. who was a oouihcrii
Pacilic brakemaii. was suing for damages on account
personal injuries
A

a

c

8trf.

W. E,

Price

600 $1.00
iOLDS
Fret Trial.
Surest and Uuickeet Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TBOTJB-XX- a,
or MONEY BACK.
OUGHSand

MAUGER

with Raaoe ft

M super.

Office, 115 North

First St.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

$100 Reward. $100.
Dr. iVUUumV Indian Pile
Ointment will cure Hlind,
readers of this rnoer will be tilcas- Hleeuinff and
Iieliinf
learn that there is at least one.
TOTI A QKADI
PUt-sIt, iihnorbMibe tumors.
dreaded disease that scli-nchas been
ulluya tlie tubing at once, acta Dealers In
able to cure In all Its stage, and that
Groceries, Provisions, Hex
as a tmulltre. ir'vcs instant re.
Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure la the
Grain and Fuel.
lift. lr. illtnms'loillunPileOlnt.
only positive cure now known to the ii
ai
prepared
H
for
ment
Piles
Itch
and
Imported Wines, Llqse!
medlenl fraternity. Catarrh betas' a con
ing of the private) parts. Kvery box is Fine Line of
stitutional dlseuse, requires a constituana cigars. Place your order M
Hv drucirKts. hv mull on re
vrurrantetl.
tional treatment. Hall e Catarrh Cure Is ceipt of
price. Ml cents nnd I.(HI. WILLUMS
this line with na.
taken tnteroally, acting directly upon the MANUFACTURING
CI.. Props.. Cleveland. Ohio'
blood and mucous surfaces of the sysNORTH THIRD BTRXn.
tem, thereby destroying the foundation
SON.
BY
FOR SALE
8. VANIi ft
or the dlneaae, end giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution
and assisting nature In doing its work.
i ne propneiore nave so mucn rnitn in Its
New Management, November I, 1906
curative power that they otter One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
ralle to cure. Bend for list of testiOpposite the Santa
Depot
PUBLIC.
monials. Address:
F. J. CHKNEY eV CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Room t, Cromwell Block. 'Albuquerque
ADOLPH
Proprietor
BECKER,
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Automatic Telephone. 174.
Take Hall s Family l'llls for constlna- BKLKN, M. M.
tlon.

(Toll

The?
evt to

CS

BECKER

B. A. SLEYSTER

HOTEL

r

DO

YOU

RANKIN & CO.

WIT
TO MAKE

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL HSTATA
LOANS.
Automatic phone 46L
Room 10, N. T. Armljo BoUdla

MONEY?

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
BAM BROOK BffOa)., Prop:

If you do write the Occidental Life
Insurance Co. for full particulars of
their inducements to energetic men
and women to sell Its nt w guaranteed
dividend policy. Some of our salesmen are making $2Ull a week. Why
cun't you do it? Perhaps you can if
you will try. Wo want a hustling rep
resentative in every town in New
Mexico and Arizona.No get rich
fpiick schemes or gift enterprises but
a straight out and out guaranteed
contract from start to finish. Easy to
talk, easy to sell and honest In every COMING IN OUT
particular.
OF THE COLD
Occidental Life Insurance Co. of we appreciate a perfectly heated
New Mexico and Arizona, home office house, but It Is not every house that
Is properly warmed. If yours Is lackAlbunuernue, N. M.
ing In aay way, or if you are undeA
TO CURE
COLD IN ONE DAY
cided what la tho best system to In
Take LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinine stall In a new house and need InforDruggists
Tablets.
refund money if mation that Is trustworthy and valu
It fails to cure.
E. W. GROVE'S able, let us know of your trouble.
rflgnature is ou each box. 25c.
We are specialists for hot water, hot
r.Ive us your ROUGH DRY work, air and steam heating.
Monday, and get it back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.

LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.

The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John SS.

A.

T.

WALKER,
rittm

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building AMO1a
tlon. Office at 217 West Railreaft
avenue.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and
changed.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CRT!
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Arena a.

0

o

0

J

its Location

SI MILKS SOUTH OF ALBUQUERAT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINE OF THE SANTA I'E SYSTEM LEADING
KANSAS
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
CITY. GALVESTON AND l"OINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
I,0u0 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND

BELEN IS

QUE, N.

M

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
PUBLIC
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL, CAPACITY i:o BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC.
BELEN IS THE J ARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, FLOUR WHE1 WINE, BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL .NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
S A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD ClTY IN
TiiE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT I'E ESTIMATED.
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GOME

LATEST

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc.,
Harness & Saddles,

J. KORBER
AND

THE.

u

SHOPE HAS BEEN PROMOTED
TO THE VALLEY DIVISION.
I). A. Shope, who for several years
pas! has been superintendent, of the
bridges and buildings and water service depart mi nts at Wlnslow, has been
promoted to the same p isition un the
San Joaitquin valley division, which
extends from Ilakersfield to San Fran
isco and includes the Visallla branch.
V. C. Proctor, who has been with the
Santa Fe lor several' years in the
bridge and building department, takes
leaves. Mrs.
tho pos.ition Mr.
Shope will remain at Winslow and at
Sau Marcial. N. M., for the time lie- -

-.

TO BELEN, N. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Ovners of
Belen Townsite

0909omc'momo9yoooo9omo9omo9
toooccooocoeoot
A Railway Center
FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY. WELL CRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,
S.
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The Belen Town and

Im-

Pits,

WM. M. BERGER,

PRICES

ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
OUR

SeCy.
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ABSENCE OF POWER

rXm

west wmKamrci

Buy You Shoes For
Thanksgiving Now

t

t

Tuesday, Nov. 27, at
O'clock A. M a Cy)
clone of Furniture at
Public Auction.

'

ifiittitrrtcritK
.

THE VARSITY SIRLS

and you will be sure to get the daintiest looking,
best fitting, longest wearing andAclosest priced
footwear on the market.

SUM

NICE

A

CLEARED

The Varsity fcirls oleur-ea total
$114 in their handkerchief
md
candy Pale at the Learard & l.inde-tnan$3.50 $3.75 $4.00
MEN'S PATENT COLT SHOES
4.00
3.50
on (Jold
3.00
inusile to-avenue
MEN'S VICI KID OR GUN METAL SHOES 2.50
3.50
Saturday. This sum will be used for
2.00
3.00
2.50
MEN'S BOX CALF SHOES
5.00
3.00
4.00
3.50
athletic association expenses. An or- WOMEN'S PATENT KID SHOES
3.00
2.50
3.50
5.00
clitstra rendered selections at the
WOMEN'S VICI KID SHOES
1.50
1.75
2.25
2.00
music Ft ore ia the evening and pretty
WOMEN'S DONGOLA SHOES
1.50
2.00
girls from t''e hill persuaded their
3.00
2.50
WOMEN'S DRESS SLIPPERS
1.50
1.00
gentlemen friends to purchase!
1.25
.60
the
WOMEN'S HOUSE SLIPPERS
looth offerings of which there was
not enough to supply the demand.
Misses Hubbs, llarsch and Saint were
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
heartily congratulated upon the success of the undertaking.
J. Kalph
Tuscher, as auctioneer, made a pro
purchased at F. V. Trotter'a nounced .int. Miss Hesselden offered
vv"hca
grocery store, are sure to bring the several selections on the piano and
I'rof. J. N. Cndby of the faculty, nang
right flavor to all dishes Into which and
responded to encores.
they enter. ThU is because we always procure toe best manufactured. MILWAUKEE WOMAN'S
CLAIM TO A MILLION.
ve find out first what brands are reL'ti.
The hearliable and personally guarantee them. ingSeatle, tiioWash.. Nov.to
of
claims
of
t''e
John Sullivan, who died Interstate,
letiving property worth over a million dollars were commenced In the
circuit court of Kt::g8 county today.
Fm
One of the clal masts Is Mrs, Munora
Gemmil, 206 Seventeenth street, Mil
street.
120
Second
South
118
and
isos.
waukee, a first cousin of the deceased.
TiJe three cohnered fight for Sulli
ri.i'wu4"'
van's estate began immediately after
he was burled in 1900. Sullivan, who
MAYNARO
.Y.
T.
CEO. W. HICKOX.
was the richest man in Washington,
left absolutely no heirs, as far as was
more
known at the time of his death, and
The Holidays are rapidly approaching. None realize this fact
the fight for the fstale promises to
than do we, and anticipating a repetlon of the gratifyinglinepatronage
of Rich
be the warmest ever made in the
accorded us last holidays, we have purchased the finest
n
state, for besides Mrs. Gemmil, a woCut Glass, Hand Decorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, in
man named Marie Carren. of Seattle,
to our usual Unes ever known In this city. The goods are on
Wash., who claims she was Sullivan's
display In our salesroom, South Second Street, and we cordially Invite
finance is also a contestant.
The
your early inspection. Special attention paid to mail Inquirits.
state also claims Sullivan's luonev and
contends that It should revert to the
Hickox-Maynar- d
school fund.
d
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F. TROTTER

addl-ditio-

Leading

New Mexico's

Jewelers

NIAGARA

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

THE ARCH FRONT.

FALL8

POWER CLAIMS.
Washington, Nov. 2G. The heurlng
relating
to
the amount of water
American manufacturers will ho allowed to take from Niagara Falls to
run their plants were resumed here
today before Secretary
The
7eit.
American Scenic and Hla'.or'c Society
are oposing the applications.

Send In Your Watcheu lor Repairs

.

ALBUQUERQUE
'

will

CO.

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY.
Tapioca , per pkg.,
08c
10c
12Vic cans of oysters
Stuffed olives, per bottle
lit
Choice pumpkin, per can..,
tic
09c
Seeded raisins, per pkg
pkg. of ooeoanut
12c
Quurt can of blacak molasses. .. .15c
Quart can of sorghum
15c
35c
Maker's chocolate, per lb
40c
Quart can maple syrup
We will also have a' choice lot of
farm dressed turkeys and chickens
on ale.
THE MAZE.
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor.

Waste Fuel

No

The Wilson Hot Blast Heater is so construct
ed that it burns into actual heat every ounce of
coal and every bit of gas. There is no waste.
Not only does it cut fuel bills in half,
but it gives greater heating power
than any other heater known.
Start a fire in a

'4-l-

Six-hol- e

-

FOOT BALL
TRACTION PARK.

HOT BLAST DOWN DRAFT

Established

Genuine American Block per ton $6.50
6.50
Cerrlllos Lump
8.50
Anthracite Nut
9.00
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, stove and furnace
950
sizes
6.00
Clean Gas Coke

wood

Green Mill wood, per load
Dry Mill wood, per load
Factory wood, per load

IV.

and it will be roaring in five minutes.
V'jrwMf The perfect damper system enables
&
A vou to keep lire for 30 hours.

GO.

SOLE AGENTS

$2.25
2.75
3.00

H. HAHN & CO.
Both Phones.

THE CASA DE ORO.
BEST ROOMS, BEST MEALS, BEST
PRICES, BEST CROWD.
613 WEST GOLD AVE.

i

In complete new lines suitable for
colder weather. Vici Kid, Valour Calf, A beautiful blue, all wool flaanel shirt
Jersey Calf, Box Calf and Patent Kid;
worth $2.o0 each, now on special sale
single und double sole with or with-ou- t
rubber heels; lace, button nad at $1.90. Heavy weight; guaranteed
congress.
fast color.

ALL

ROADS LEAD TO

SIMON STERN'S
(31elkir

The- - KfeiilrocK-- l Avt-'iniCENTRAL STATION FOR GOOD
Q

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad and Coppsr A ve.

AIR BLAST AND ROUND OAK
STEEL RANGES
UP-TO-DA- TE

FVPRTTT

CARVING SETS, ENAMELED SAVORY ROASTERS, TABLE
CUTLERY, ALL CLASSES COOKING UTENSILS, CROCKERY,
HORSE BLANKETS, HARNESS, WINONA WAGONS. TIN
SHOP IN CONNECTION. STOVES SET UP.
awWtlllWBilWijlllW." WWUi

IWIiMWMUUMKW

g Thanksgiving Drawing Near

AT MALOY'S.

HOW ABOUT THAT NEW PAIR
OF SHOES TO WEAR THANKSGIVING - DAYT
MAKE
THEM

"ULTRAS."

"LION STORE."

We have

ft

a large and complete stock of

Sets
and Roasters
Ct' irv i itPC

We can also please you in Ranges and other goods usually needed at this
season of the year. Stoves, Ranges, Cutlery and Kitchen Utensils.

0
o WNITIMEY COMPANY 8
Wholesale and Retail Hardware

g ''VUfftUA0"'

Albuquerque. New Mexico

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watchea. Jewelry, Cat GUas. Clocks, Sllverwsre.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

n 44

f 4 fr 4 4 4

4

--

fc

J

4

4 4

ARCH GROCERY

4

FOOT BALL
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
THANKSGIVING.

ARE
TURKIES
HOME GROWN
WHAT WE ARE HANDLING THIS
YEAR. ORDER EARLY.
THE MON

We inrltn

"fr fc 4 fc

City.

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
SWEATERS On GOLF VESTS-VE- RY BREAD and take no ether.
ESSENTIAL BODY PROTEC
Buy High Grade Peniui-ulti- r
Range
TORS FOR OUTDOOR W .R.
of Speelman & Ze'aring.
"LION STORE."

Palace

Diamond

ANY

BOWL

BUT

THURSDAY.
WAY.

fc fc 4

CO.

SWEET CIDER AT FRANK

4 4 444 44 44 4 4

J?

Cut

1

o

ot
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i

For Thanksgiving;
fine line of Chry- Posts,
Carnations, tto Place
your ordtr now.
A

;

iinthrmums,

':

There is Luxury
In feeling

that

you are wearing the HeM

J

' Ives, The Florist
i 4th k Santa Fe Ave.
;

Made Clothe,

Auto. Phone

j

a

hold that
the wholesale world, and ours Steln-Hlc- h
high pl.we by common consent of friend and foe.

118

af

DEE-LIGIOU-

iu

Wo call your especial attention to our Suits at
$2.50 and $25 00. Wo have others at $10, $12 r.o.
$1C.M) and $1S.
Se.. our Windows.

I.

MRS. M. C. WILSON

f'JO.

. DIALCR IN

$1S.

I.. Wamuuiun Co.

Stamping Oono to Order
2li

v

W. Gold Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERy SATURDAY NIGHT
AT THf
COLOMBO

$ "I

J ?

t
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HALL

Admission

DANCING SCHOOL

50c "

ladies Free

-

"

Sj

SEALSHIPT,
OF COURSE.

,

Fancy Dry Goods

4

Heaters

OIL HEATERS

1

d

THE

DRESSERS

iBuumiM&siaAumttBl

THANKSGIVING

Oet your orders l early and you
won t be disappointed,
Ked Tokay Grapes.
Illack Emperor Grapes.
Wthlte Almerlna Grapes.
California Tomatoes.
Green String Deans.
White Wax Beans.
Greeu Lima Beans. ' ,
Gren Peas.
Green Chili.
California Head Lettuce.
Cauliflower, Radishes.
Cucumbers, Celery, Young Onions.
Bananas.
Oranges.
Apples.
All kinds or Nuts.
Raisins, Fins, audy, etc

Flannel Shirts
Special $1.90

206 W. Gold Avennc

COAL

MAUSARD MILLS are paying $1.40
per 100 pounds for good clean wheal,
and give in exchange S5 pounds of
the best flour for 125 pounds of wheat,
F. O. II., Albuquerque.
o
Mea's women's and children's house
slippers In felt or leather. They are
full of comfort, style and wear. Prices
run from t!0e to $2.00. C. May's shoe
store, 014 West Railroad avenue.

FOR

&

W. L; DOUGLAS,
Lindemann,
$3.50 SHOES

115-11- 7

E

'

1900

THANKSGIVING.

PERPLEXITIES. MILLETT STUDIO,
o
FOR SALE Majority of stock in es
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADtabllshed and paying retail busi
ness. Incorporated. Owner wishes CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
to leave city. Address No. 1 1 26 STORE.
Daily Citizen.
A
WANTED
MAN WITH SOME
HOY WANTED St roiig boy; must
EXPERIENCE IN GROCERY BUSIhave bicycle, to learn the. business
NESS, AT THE JAFFA GROCERY
useful good
and mako himself
COMPANY . GOOD THINGS TO
chance for a hustling lad; salary
EAT.
Apply The
to start, $5.00 week.
o
Most complete line of fancy lamps
Leader, 311 West Railroad avenue.
In city at Speelman & Zearlag.
CLUB sTlOONAND BOWLING
ALLEYS, '118 GOLD AVENUE, BE
HONEY
TWEEN
SECOND
AND
FIRST
Ten pounds of the best extracted
STREETS.
GET IN LINE AND
Sixty-pouncan for $5.
BOWL FOR THAT THANKSGIVING honey, $i.
DAY
UNTIL Order by postal. W. P. Allen, Box 202
TURKEY EVERY

HEATER
HARDWARE

Learnard

DR. J. E. KRAFT, FORMERLY LO
CATED IN THE GRANT BUILDING,
HAS REMOVED TO ROOMS 2 AND
3.
BUILDING
OVER
BARNETT
NOTICE. OUR STORE WILL BE O'REILLY'S DRUG STORE.
CLOSED
ALL DAY THURSDAY.
ONE DOZEN ELEGANT CABINET
ORDER
EVERYTHING
FOR
$3,
AND
THANKSGIVING IN GOOD SEASON. PHOTOGRAPHS COST
SOLVE JUST TWELVE CHRISTMAS
THE MONARCH GROCERY CO.

WILSON
AL8U0UERQUE

SPECIAL SALE

THANKSGIVING

That is all we ask.

.

cut ire
inpart

occupy the
floods consist

furniture
ground f!""'.
of:
range, kitchen utensils,
dishes, p!iiswurc, 2 refrigerators,
massive oaU dining table, cut glass,
leather bottom dining chairs, niattiruf,
folding Davenport, rugs, leather and
couches, $10 leather
upholstered
chair. Inn rockers and chairs, barber
ehulr, drop Iiend sewing machine,
brass and iron beds, wooden leds,
dressers, bookcases, stove, bedding,
springs, niattreses, halt tree, candcla-brlas- ,
closets, 3
'i beautiful china
hammered brass wood boxes,- chiffonier, cuspidores, center tables, $400
combination pool and billard table,
$U0O piano, massive oak card table,
6 Morris
chairs, 8 beautiful velvet
carpets, 7 rifles and shot guns, silvertubs, box
ware, sliver champagne
ammunition, lace curtains, bed linen,
mirrors, gun ense, chnmber sets, side
board, wardrobes and other articles
too numerous to mention. Mr. Andrews' instructions to me are to sell
without reserve to the highest bidder
for cash. The sale will begin promptly at 10 o'clock Tuesday morning. Bo
there on time if you want the biggest
bargain of your life.
Inspect goods Monday before sale.
II. 8. KNIGHT,
Auctioneer.

Co.

The

YOU BUY

will sell JS.non worth of the finest
cut broiiRht to New Mexico.
This furniture is from the country
placc of linn. W. H. Andrews iu Sier
ra county, New .Mexico. Tlie sale win
take place at the new Kaynolds build-Ins- ;
on east Kmlroud avenue and the

to

keep your feet warm

NOTHING RESERVED
I

Hosiery

FOR WINTER WEAR
Dtcldedly the most comfortable thing
to wear on thChead these cold morning is a cap which comes down clear
over the ears. Wc have a large line
In our stock of woolen hose can be
of styles.
found any style you desire, in all
CAPS
sizes and weights; colors, black, tan,
Caps
.
Men's
. . .50c to $1.00
merino snd fancy, 2Dc to 50c a pair.
Uoys' Cap' .
5c
. . .30c to

SEE US BEFORE

furniture

TRAVEL THE

Men's and Boys' Caps Woolen

save you money in the
purchase of a piano.

'

i

26, 1906.

Hart, Scha'ffner & Marx road

10

t

order to Ret out at all The Kven- to
ln Citizen was eompi lied
leave out Important telegraphic
and local news. The Indulgence
of HiibKcrlbers Is therefore ask- oil ; the delay was no vault of
this odie.

Bay Them From Us

THE BCST DRESSCRS EVERYWHERE

DELAY

Owltm to tho bronk down at V
the plant. o( the Electric Llitht
company tlitH office was jlrprivcd
or powpr thin ftfternoon betwem S
the hour of 12:30 and 3:15 p.
tn., rendering the publication of
The EvtiniuK Citizen at the usual
and to 4
time an impo.snlbllity,
make matters "worse the gag
too
was
Treasure, at intervals,
weak to keep tVe metal hot. In

and give the proper finish to the 'new Dress or
Suit you are going to wear while out or receivh
s
h
o
ing company

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

WE WILL

AUCTION!

CAUSES UNUSUAL

t
I i

CITIZEN.

ETENDTG

ALBUQUERQUE
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